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Abstract. We introduce a new comparison principle for exponential sums over finite fields in order
to study “sum-product” sheaves that arise in the study of general bilinear forms with coefficients
given by trace functions modulo a prime q. When these functions are hyper-Kloosterman sums with
characters, we succeed in establishing cases of this principle that lead to non-trivial bounds below the
Pólya-Vinogradov range. This property is proved by a subtle interplay between étale cohomology
in its algebraic and diophantine incarnations. We give a first application of our bilinear estimates
concerning the first moment of a family of L-functions of degree 3.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Presentation of the results. Let q ě 1 be an integer and let Kp¨; qq be a complex-valued q-
periodic arithmetic function. A recurrent problem in analytic number theory is to evaluate how such
functions correlate with other natural arithmetic functions fpnq, where f could be the characteristic
function of an interval, or that of the primes, or the Fourier coefficients of some automorphic form.
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When facing such problems, one is often led to the problem of bounding non-trivially some bilinear
forms

BpK,α,βq “
ÿÿ

mďM,nďN

αmβnKpmn; qq,

where the ranges of the variables M,N ě 1 usually depend on q, and α “ pαmqmďM , β “ pβnqnďN
are complex numbers which, depending on the initial problem, are quite arbitrary. One of the main
objectives is to improve on the trivial bound

}K}8}α}2}β}2pMNq1{2

for ranges of M and N that are as small as possible compared to q; indeed, this uniformity is often
more important than the strength of the saving compared to the trivial bound.

A natural benchmark is the Pólya-Vinogradov method, which often provides non-trivial bounds
as long as M,N ě q1{2. Indeed, obtaining a result below that range is usually extremely chal-
lenging. When the modulus q is composite, a number of techniques exploiting the possibility of
factoring q (starting with the Chinese Remainder Theorem) become available, and results exist in
fair generality.

In this paper, we will only consider the case where q is a prime, and when K is a trace function
(see [FKM14b] for a background survey).

The landmark result in this setting is the work of Burgess [Bur62], which provides a non-trivial
bound for the sum

ÿ

nďN

χpnq

when χ is a non-trivial Dirichlet character modulo q and N ě q3{8`η, for any η ą 0. This is
therefore well below Pólya-Vinogradov range. The ideas of Burgess (especially the “`ab shifting
trick”) combine successfully the multiplicativity of χ and the (almost) invariance of intervals by
additive translations.

Another twist of Burgess’s method was given by the works of Karatsuba and Vinogradov,
Friedlander-Iwaniec [FI85] and subsequently Fouvry-Michel [FM98] to bound non-trivially the bi-

linear sums BpK,α,βq for various choices of functions K and ranges M,N shorter than q1{2. In
particular, using some version of the Sato-Tate equidistribution laws due to Katz [Kat90], Fouvry
and Michel considered

Kpx; qq “ e
´xk ` ax

q

¯

, k P Z´ t0, 1, 2u, a P Fˆq , px, qq “ 1,

and proved that for any δ ą 0, there exists η ą 0 such that,

(1.1)
ÿÿ

mďM,nďN

αmβnKpmn; qq ! }α}2}β}2pMNq1{2´η

as long as

(1.2) M,N ě qδ and MN ě q3{4`δ.

The condition MN ě q3{4`δ is believed to be a barrier in this setting analogous to the condition
N ą q1{4`δ in the Burgess bound for short character sums.

In our previous paper [KMS17], motivated by the study of moments of L-functions (especially
in our papers with Blomer, Milićević and Fouvry [BFK`17, BFK`]), we obtained bounds of type
(1.1) when Kp¨; qq is a hyper-Kloosterman sum, namely

Klkpx; qq “
1

q
k´1

2

ÿ

y1,¨¨¨ ,ykPF
ˆ
q

y1¨¨¨yk“x

e
´y1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` yk

q

¯
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where k ě 2 is some fixed integer. More precisely, we proved that (1.1) holds as long as

M,N ě qδ and MN ě q7{8`δ

for some δ ą 0. The argument was delicate and quite difficult.
In this second paper, we introduce a new approach that is both more robust and more powerful.

The main complete exponential sum that needs to be bounded in this general setting is a difference
of two exponential sums, which in previous work was bounded by estimating separately the main
terms on both sides. Here, we show that the two underlying cohomology groups are equal, hence
the main terms cancel, without explicitly calculating them. To establish the desired cohomological
comparison, we define a stratification of the parameter space, and show using vanishing cycles that
if the result fails at any point of one of the strata, it fails on the generic point. Using a variant of
Katz’s diophantine criterion of irreducibility, this implies that the original exponential sum estimate
fails on average over the stratum. We check that the strata are defined by equations of a specific
type, which makes the averaged exponential sum estimate amenable to classical analytic techniques,
specifically separation of variables.

Remark 1.1. As the referee pointed out to us, a similar stratification strategy is present in the
paper [Xu18] of J. Xu on multiplicative character sums, where the key applications are related to
multi-variable Burgess estimates. The main differences are that in Xu’s method the stratification
is more abstract, whereas for us it is explicit, and Xu’s method relies on the higher moments of the
exponential sums, while we use only the first moment.

Our main application in this paper is the proof of the estimate (1.1) in the full range (1.2) for
generalized hyper-Kloosterman sums with character twists, whose definition we now recall. Let
k ě 1 be an integer, and let χ “ pχ1, . . . , χkq be a tuple of k Dirichlet characters modulo q, each
of which might be trivial. The pk ´ 1q-dimensional generalized Kloosterman sums associated to χ
are the exponential sums defined for x P Fˆq by

Klkpx;χ, qq “
1

q
k´1

2

ÿ

y1,¨¨¨ ,ykPF
ˆ
q

y1¨¨¨yk“x

χ1py1q ¨ ¨ ¨χkpykqe
´y1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` yk

q

¯

.

The hyper-Kloosterman sums (which correspond to the case χi “ 1) were introduced by Deligne
[SGA41

2 ], and these generalisations were introduced and studied by Katz in [Kat88, Ch. 4]. As an
application of the Riemann Hypothesis over finite fields, Deligne and Katz established the highly
non-trivial pointwise bounds

|Klkpx;χ, qq| ď k.

The finer properties of these sums were studied in great depth by Katz in [Kat88] and [Kat90].
Among other things, Katz proved equidistribution statements that describe precisely the distribu-
tion of generalized Kloosterman sums inside C, at least for most possible choices of χ.

A special case of our main result, Theorem 4.1, is the following:

Theorem 1.2. Assume that χ has Property NIO of Definition 2.1, for instance all χi are trivial.
For any δ ą 0 there exists η ą 0 such that for any integer k ě 2, any prime number q, and any
integers M,N ě 1 such that

M, N ě qδ, MN ě q3{4`δ

we have
ÿÿ

mďM,nďN

αmβn Klkpamn;χ, qq ! }α}2}β}2pMNq1{2´η

for any a P Fˆq and for arbitrary families of complex numbers α “ pαmqmďM and β “ pβnqnďN .
The implied constant depends only on δ and k.
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Property NIO (short for “Not Induced or Orthogonal”) is an elementary combinatorial property
that we define below in Section 2; it is easy to check, and it is “generically” satisfied in some sense.
For instance, the case χ “ p1, . . . , 1q corresponding to hyper-Kloosterman sums themselves has
NIO, and so does p1, . . . , 1, χq if k is odd.

The exponent 3{4 “ 2 ˆ 3{8 seem to be a recurring barrier: it occurs in classical subconvexity
estimates for L-functions, and more recently (see [FKM15, FKM14a]) when dealing with sums of
the shape

ÿ

pďN
p prime

Kpp; qq

where p ranges over prime numbers, or
ÿ

nďN

λf pnqKpn; qq

where K is a general trace function modulo q and pλf pnqqnďN are the Hecke eigenvalues of a fixed
Hecke eigenform f (cuspidal or Eisenstein).

For special bilinear forms, where one of the variables is smooth, i.e., for

BpK,α, 1N q “
ÿÿ

mďM,nďN

αmKpmn; qq.

the barrier occurs at a shorter range, and we again are able to prove an estimate that reaches this
barrier.

A special case of Theorem 4.2 is:

Theorem 1.3. Assume that χ has NIO. For any δ ą 0 there exists η ą 0 such that for k ě 2 an
integer, q a prime and M,N ě 1 some integers satisfying

M,N ě qδ, MN2 ě q1`δ

we have
ÿÿ

mďM,nďN

αm Klkpamn;χ, qq ! }α}2pMN2q1{2´η

for any a P Fˆq and for any tuple of complex numbers α “ pαmqmďM , where the implicit constant
depends on δ and k.

In particular, for M “ N , we obtain a non-trivial bound as long as

M “ N ě q1{3`δ

for some δ ą 0. If we denote by d2pnq the classical divisor function, we deduce the following result:

Corollary 1.4. Assume that χ has NIO. For any δ ą 0, there exists η ą 0 such that for any
integer k ě 2, any prime number q, and any N ě q2{3`δ, we have

ÿ

nďN

d2pnqKlkpan;χ, qq ! Nq´η,

for any a P Fˆq where the implicit constant depends on δ and k.

It is of considerable interest to generalize results like Theorem 1.2 to other trace functions
K modulo q. We believe that the methods in this paper could be applicable when K satisfies
suitable big monodromy assumptions, and has the following property: K belongs to a family Ka

parameterized by non-trivial additive characters x ÞÑ epax{pq of Fq, and this family satisfies a
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relation of the type Kaµpxq “ Kpaνxq for some fixed non-zero integers µ and ν. For instance, this
holds for the generalized Kloosterman sums with µ “ 1, ν “ k when defining

Kapxq “
1

q
k´1

2

ÿ

y1,¨¨¨ ,ykPF
ˆ
q

y1¨¨¨yk“x

χ1py1q ¨ ¨ ¨χkpykqe
´apy1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ykq

q

¯

.

1.2. Applications to moments of L-functions. As with our previous paper [KMS17], Theorems
1.2 and 1.3 have applications to the evaluation of moments of L-functions indexed by Dirichlet
characters modulo q. As a simple illustration, we will prove in Section 3 the following result, which
generalizes some recent work of Zacharias [Zac17]:

Theorem 1.5. Let f be a primitive holomorphic cusp form of level 1. For q prime, let ξ be a
non-trivial Dirichlet character modulo q. There exist an absolute constant δ ą 0 such that

1

q ´ 1

ÿ

χ pmod qq

Lpf b χ, 1{2qLpξχ, 1{2q “ 1`Of pq
´δq.

Remark 1.6. Zacharias established this asymptotic for ξ “ 1 using amongst other ingredients
the bounds from [KMS17] for Kpxq “ Kl3px; p1, 1, 1q, qq; he evaluated more generally a mollified
version of this average, enabling him to establish that, for q large, there is a positive proportion
of χ pmod qq such that Lpf b χ, 1{2q and Lpχ, 1{2q are both non-vanishing. Most likely a similar
result may be established in our case.

As in [BFK`17,KMS17,BFK`], we also expect that our results will prove useful to estimate other
averages of certain L-functions of degree 3 and 4 indexed by Dirichlet characters. For instance, we
may consider:

– The twisted first moment
1

q ´ 1

ÿ

χ pmod qq

Lpf b χ, 1{2qLpξχ, 1{2q
ź

i

εkiξiχ

where ξ “ pξiqi a tuple of characters of modulus q (possibly trivial) and k “ pkiqi is a family
of integers;

– The shifted second moment
1

q ´ 1

ÿ

χ pmod qq

Lpf b χ, 1{2qLpf b ξχ, 1{2q.

1.3. Principle of the stratification and averaging method. We denote Kpxq “ Klkpax;χ, qq
for a fixed k-tuple χ with Property NIO and a fixed a P Fˆq .

As in our previous work (and [FI85, FM98]), the proof starts with an application of the `ab-
shifting trick of Karatsuba and Vinogradov. Let us recall that the shifting trick builds on the
almost invariance of an interval under sufficiently small translations. The interval to be shifted
here is that of the n variable (either directly for Theorem 1.3 or after an application of Cauchy’s
inequality for Theorem 1.2) and the shift is by product `ab with pa, bq P rA, 2ArˆrB, 2Br for A,B
suitable parameters (such that AB “ N). As Kpmn; qq depends only on the congruence class of
mn pmod qq the replacement of nØ n` ab leads to the following transformations

mn pmod qq Ø mpn` abq “ ampan` bq “ spr ` bq pmod qq,

pm1n,m2nq pmod qq Ø pam1pan` bq, am2pan` bqq “ ps1pr ` bq, s2pr ` bqq pmod qq

with pr, sq, pr, s1, s2q taking values in FqˆFˆq or FqˆpF
ˆ
q

2
´∆pFˆq

2
qq. Under suitable assumptions

on A,M,N one then show that the above maps are essentially injective (i.e. have fibers bounded
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in size by qop1q). However, these maps are far from being surjective, so performing such a change
of variable will result in a loss. This can be tamed by an application of the Hölder inequality with
a sufficiently large exponent, which we denote by 2l in the sequel. This process leads then to the
problem of bounding sums of the shape

ÿ

bPB

ˇ

ˇΣIpK, bq
ˇ

ˇ,
ÿ

bPB

ˇ

ˇΣIIpK, bq
ˇ

ˇ,

where B denotes the set of 2l-uples of integers b “ pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , b2lq P rB, 2Br
2l and

ΣIpK, bq “
ÿ

rPFq

ÿ

sPFˆq

Kpsr, sbq,

ΣIIpK, bq “
ÿ

rPFq

ÿÿ

s1,s2PF
ˆ
q

s1 “s2

Kps1r, s1bqKps2r, s2bq

where

(1.3) Kpr, bq “
l
ź

i“1

Kpr ` biqKpr ` bi`lq.

The goal is to give individual bounds for sums ΣIpK, bq and ΣIIpK, bq with square-root cancel-
lation, namely we wish to prove that

ΣIpK, bq ! q, ΣIIpK, bq ! q3{2.

A key fact is that these bounds do not always hold, but it will be enough to prove them outside a
sufficiently small subset Bdiag of “diagonal” tuples b. This subset will be the set of Fq-points of a

proper algebraic subvariety Vdiag Ă A2l
Fq

. In fact, it is crucial (to avoid the loss involved in Hölder’s

inequality) to prove the required estimates outside of a variety Vdiag with large codimension, and
we will do this with

(1.4) codimpVdiagq ě
l ´ 1

2
.

The outcome is that by taking l very large, we obtain non-trivial estimates of BpK,α,βq and
BpK,α, 1N q in the ranges defined by

MN ě q3{4`δ and MN2 ě q2{3`δ

for any δ ą 0.
We now sketch the proof in the case of general bilinear forms (the special bilinear forms are

easier). Setting

Rpr, bq “
ÿ

sPFˆq

Kpsr, sbq

we observe that
ΣIIpK, bq “

ÿ

rPFq

|Rpr, bq|2 ´
ÿ

sPFˆq

ÿ

rPFq

|Kpsr, sbq|2.

This is the difference of two sums of positive terms, which therefore individually will have main
terms, and we need these main terms to compensate exactly for b R Vdiag. Our argument for this
in [KMS17] relies on separate evaluations of both sums to witness the coincidence of the main
terms. But one can check that this evaluation only holds outside of a codimension 1 subvariety,
which is far from (1.4) except in the case l “ 2.

In this paper, we compare directly the two terms in the difference. This comparison is not a
combinatorial or analytic rearrangement of terms, but is a cohomological comparison using the
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ideas of `-adic cohomology to interpret exponential sums. Using this formalism, we interpret the
functions

pr, bq Ñ Kpr, bq, Rpr, bq

as trace functions of `-adic sheaves K and R on AˆA2l, which are pointwise pure of weight 0 and
mixed of weight ď 1 respectively. The functions

pr, bq Ñ |Kpr, bq|2, |Rpr, bq|2

are the trace functions of the endomorphisms sheaves EndpKq and EndpRq. By means of the
Grothendieck–Lefschetz trace formula and of Deligne’s most general form of the Riemann Hypoth-
esis over finite fields [Del80], the desired bound

ÿ

rPFq

|Rpr, bq|2 ´
ÿ

sPFˆq

ÿ

rPFq

|Kpsr, sbq|2 ! q3{2

for a given b can be interpreted as stating that the specialized sheaves Kb and Rb have decompo-
sitions into geometrically irreducible components whose multiplicities precisely match.

This interpretation relies on the relationship between Kb and Rb. As Rb is obtained from
applying a cohomology functor to Kb, each irreducible component % of Kb defines a summand r% of
Rb. We check explicitly that these summands r% are nontrivial, which implies that the exponential
sums match if and only if all the summands r% are themselves irreducible, and are pairwise non-
isomorphic as % varies.

The sheaf Rb is a sheaf on the affine line, lisse away from a finite set of singular points that vary
depending on b. Using Deligne’s semicontinuity theorem, and assuming that the local monodromy
of Rb is tame, we can show that the decomposition into irreducible components of Rb is constant
on any set of parameters b over which this varying finite set Sb of singular points does not itself
develop singularities (i.e., over which the size of Sb is constant). The tameness condition can be
verified for large primes (which is sufficient for us) by expressing Rb as the characteristic p fiber of
a sheaf defined in characteristic zero. This reduces the problem to the generic points of the strata
of the stratification of the parameter space by the number of singular points in Sb.

To get a handle on this stratification, we first calculate the set of singular points. By an explicit
inductive argument, we show how the strata can be expressed by equations in the coefficients bi
and auxiliary variables; these equations split into sums of different terms involving different subsets
of the bi’s. We can then estimate the average of the complete sums ΣIIpK, bq over a single stratum
using only estimates for one-variable exponential sums, as long as the number of equations and
auxiliary variables is not too large (which means that we must keep control of these numbers in
the inductive argument). From this average estimate and the geometric interpretation, we deduce
that the sheaves Kb and Rb have the same decomposition into irreducibles when b belongs to a
stratum of sufficiently large dimension. This proves the desired result for all b except those in low-
dimensional strata, which we simply consider as part of “diagonal” subset. It is therefore crucial
that our induction is efficient enough to get a good bound on the codimension of this subset.

Stratifications where the validity of a desired estimate on a stratum only depends on its validity
at the generic point exist for arbitrary families of complete exponential sums, arising from the strat-
ification of a constructible `-adic sheaf into lisse sheaves. They can often be computed by vanishing
cycles methods, such as Deligne’s semicontinuity theorem. We expect that proving estimates for
individual strata by passing to the average and applying elementary analytic methods (which are
known to perform very well when the number of variables to average over is large enough) will be
a useful strategy for many families of exponential sums.

Remark 1.7. (1) It would be reasonable to expect that the correct codimension is

codimpVdiagq ě l ` oplq
7



as l Ñ `8, which would indeed be best possible (it is easy to see that the codimension is ď l).
A lower bound of this quality was established in [FM98] in case Kpxq “ eppxk ` aq{qq already
mentioned. Although bound (1.4) only goes half of the way to this expectation, it is nevertheless
sufficient for our purpose, and it seems that even the full lower bound would not help in improving
the exponents 3{4 and 2{3 in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.

(2) Readers who have some familiarity with either [FM98] or [KMS17] will have noticed that we
will make a compromise in our argument: the new variables s and ps1, s2q belong to the subsets

rA, 2AM s and rA, 2AM s2 ´∆prA, 2AM s2q of the larger sets Fˆq or Fˆq
2
´∆pFˆq

2
q, so that we lose

something by “forgetting” this fact by positivity. It is certainly possible to compensate for this loss
using the completion method, introducing additional twists by additive characters in the s-variable,
and handling them by arguments similar to those of [KMS17, §4.5]. However, when l is very large,
the improvement in the final bounds is very small (because of (1.4)), more importantly the final
limiting exponents 3{4 and 2{3 are not improved. So we have chosen to avoid the completion step,
in order to simplify an already complex argument. It should be noted however that, for small values
of l, the completion step is worth pursuing, and that is was crucial in [KMS17] to obtain non-trivial
bounds for l “ 2 (which was the only case that could be handled in [KMS17], because, as noted
earlier, the diagonal variety in that paper was of codimension 1).

Notation. For any prime number `, we fix an isomorphism ι : Q` Ñ C. Let q be a prime number.
Given an algebraic variety XFq , a prime ` “ q and a constructible Q`-sheaf F on X, we denote by
tF : XpFqq ÝÑ C its trace function, defined by

tFpxq “ ιpTrpFrx,Fq | Fxqq,

where Fx denotes the stalk of F at x. More generally, for any finite extension Fqd{Fq, we denote
by tFp¨; Fqdq the trace function of F over Fqd , namely

tFpx; Fqdq “ ιpTrpFrx,F
qd
| Fxqq.

An `-adic sheaf will aways means a Q`-sheaf. For standard facts in `-adic cohomology (such
as proper base change, cohomological dimension, etc), we refer to the books of Fu [Fu11] and
Milne [Mil80], and to the notes of Deligne [SGA41

2 ].

We will usually omit writing down ι. In any expression where some element z of Q` has to be
interpreted as a complex number, we mean to consider ιpzq.

We denote by F_ the dual of a constructible sheaf F; if F is a middle-extension sheaf, we will
use the same notation for the middle-extension dual.

Let ψ (resp. χ) be a non-trivial additive (resp. multiplicative) character of Fq. We denote by
Lψ (resp. Lχ) the associated Artin-Schreier (resp. Kummer) sheaf on A1

Fq
(resp. on pGmqFq), as

well (by abuse of notation) as their middle extension to P1
Fq

. The trace functions of the latter are

given by

tψpx; Fqdq “ ψpTrF
qd
{Fqpxqq if x P Fqd , tψp8; Fqdq “ 0,

tχpx; Fqdq “ χpNrF
qd
{Fqpxqq if x P Fˆ

qd
, tχp0; Fqdq “ tχp8; Fqdq “ 0

For the trivial additive or multiplicative character, the trace function of the middle-extension is the
constant function 1.

Given λ P Fqd , we denote by Lψλ the Artin-Schreier sheaf of the character of Fqd defined by
x ÞÑ ψpTrF

qd
{Fqpλxqq.

If XFq is an algebraic variety, ψ (resp. χ) is an `-adic additive character of Fq (resp. `-adic

multiplicative character) and f : X ÝÑ A1 (resp. g : X ÝÑ Gm) is a morphism, we denote
by either Lψpfq or Lψpfq (resp. by Lχpgq or Lχpgq) the pullback f˚Lψ of the Artin-Schreier sheaf
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associated to ψ (resp. the pullback g˚Lχ of the Kummer sheaf). These are lisse sheaves on X with
trace functions x ÞÑ ψpfpxqq and x ÞÑ χpgpxqq, respectively. The meaning of the notation Lψpfq,
which we use when putting f as a subscript would be typographically unwieldy, will always be
unambiguous, and no confusion with Tate twists will arise.

Given a varietyX{Fq, an integer k ě 1 and a function c onX, we denote by Lψpcs
1{kq the sheaf on

XˆA1 (with coordinates px, sq) given by α˚Lψpcpxqtq, where α is the covering map px, s, tq ÞÑ px, sq
on the k-fold cover

tpx, s, tq P X ˆA1 ˆA1 | tk “ su.

Given a field extension L{Fp, and elements α P Lˆ and β P L, we denote by rˆαs the scaling
map x ÞÑ αx on A1

L, and by r`βs the additive translation x ÞÑ x` β. For a sheaf F, we denote by
rˆαs˚F (resp. r`αs˚F) the respective pull-back operation.

We will usually not indicate base points in étale fundamental groups; whenever this occurs, it
will be clear that the properties under consideration are independent of the choice of a base point.

Acknowledgments. Ph. M. and W. S. thank the students of the Arizona Winter School 2016
who studied the paper [KMS17] and worked on generalizing some of its steps. They also thank
MSRI where parts of this work were completed during the “Analytic Number Theory” programme
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2. Preliminaries

We begin by defining Property NIO, and a useful variant called CGM (for “Connected Geometric
Monodromy”). These are motivated by results of Katz (see [Kat90, Cor. 8.9.2, Th. 8.8.1–8.8.2]).

Definition 2.1. Let A be a finite cyclic group and χ “ pχ1, . . . , χkq a tuple of characters of A.
Let Λ “ χ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χk.

(1) The tuple χ is Kummer-induced if there exists a divisor d of k, d “ 1, and a tuple
pξ1, . . . , ξk{dq of characters of A such that the χ’s are all the characters with χd “ ξj
for some j, with multiplicity.

(2) The tuple χ is self-dual if there is a character ξ such that the set of characters χ P χ, with
multiplicity, is stable under χ ÞÑ ξχ´1. The character ξ is called a “dualizing character”.

(3) A self-dual tuple χ is alternating if k is even and Λ “ ξk{2, and otherwise, it is symmetric.
(4) A tuple χ has Property NIO if it is not Kummer-induced and, if k is even, if it is not

self-dual symmetric.
(5) A tuple χ has Property CGM if it is not Kummer-induced, and χ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χk “ 1, and one of

the following conditions holds:
– k is odd,
– χ is not self-dual,
– k is even, χ is self-dual and alternating, and the dualizing character ξ is trivial.

Example 2.2. We consider Dirichlet characters modulo q in these examples.
(1) Consider the case k “ 2 and q odd, χ “ pχ1, χ2q. Denote by χp2q the non-trivial real character

of Fˆq . Then χ is:

– Kummer-induced if and only if χ2 “ χ1χp2q.
– If not Kummer-induced, always self-dual alternating, taking ξ “ χ1χ2 as dualizing charac-

ter.
9



In particular, for χ “ p1, χ2q, the alternating case is χ2 “ 1, corresponding to the “classical”
Kloosterman sum, and the non self-dual case is χ2

2 “ 1. The Kummer-induced tuple χ “ p1, χp2qq
corresponds to Salié sums.

(2) If k is odd, then χ has NIO if and only if it is not Kummer-induced. In particular, this is
the case if χ1 “ . . . “ χk´1 “ 1.

(3) If χ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ χk “ 1, then χ has NIO.

In the next section, we will need the following useful lemma which bounds the number of integral
points in a box that satisfy a system of polynomial equations modulo q. We thank the referee for
giving us a convenient reference.

Lemma 2.3. Let k ě 1 be an integer and let A ą 0. Let XZ Ă Ak
Z be an algebraic variety of

dimension d ě 0 given by the vanishing of ď A polynomials of degree ď A. Let p be a prime number
and 0 ď B ă p{2 an integer. Then

|tx “ px1, . . . , xkq P Fk
p | x P XpFpq and B ď xi ď 2B for 1 ď i ď ku| ! Bd

where the implied constant depends only on k and A, and the notation B ď xi ď 2B means that
the unique integer between 1 and p´ 1 congruent to xi modulo p belongs to the interval rB, 2Bs.

See [Xu18, Lemma 1.7] for a proof.

3. An application to moments of L-functions

In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.5, which we recall is a variation of a recent result of
Zacharias [Zac17].

Let f be a primitive cusp form of level 1, trivial nebentypus and weight kf , with Hecke eigenvalues
λf pnq. For Dirichlet characters χ and ξ modulo q, we consider the L-function

Lppf ‘ ξq b χ, sq “ Lpf b χ, sqLpχξ, sq

of degree 3. Note that for Repsq ą 1, we have the Dirichlet series expansion

Lppf ‘ ξq b χ, sq “
ÿ

ně1

χpnqpλf ‹ ξqpnqn
´s.

We wish to evaluate the average

M “
1

q ´ 1

ÿ

χ pmod qq

Lppf ‘ ξq b χ, 1{2q,

proving that M “ 1`Opq´αq for some α ą 0.
The proof is very similar to [Zac17, §6.2], which corresponds to the case ξ “ 1, so we will only

sketch certain steps.
We assume for simplicity ξ is even (ie. ξp´1q “ 1), and we will only evaluate the even moment

M` “
2

q ´ 1

ÿ`

χ pmod qq

Lppf ‘ ξq b χ, 1{2q

where
ř

`

restricts the sum to even primitive characters modulo q. We will prove that M` “

1
2 ` Opq´αq for some α ą 0. The sum over odd characters satisfies the same asymptotics, hence
this implies Theorem 1.5.

Define ΓRpsq “ π´s{2Γps{2q and let

L8pf, sq “ ΓR

´

s`
k ´ 1

2

¯

ΓR

´

s`
k ` 1

2

¯

, L8pχξ, sq “ ΓRpsq,

10



be the archimedean L-factors of Lpf, sq and Lpχξ, sq respectively. Further, let

εppf ‘ ξq b χq “ εpfqε2
χεχξ

where εη denotes the normalized Gauss sum of a Dirichlet character. Define then the completed
L-function

Λppf ‘ ξq b χ, sq “ q3s{2L8psqLppf ‘ ξq b χ, sq.

For ξ and χ even, we then have the functional equation

Λppf ‘ ξq b χ, sq “ εppf ‘ ξq b χqΛpf b χ‘ χξ, 1´ sq.

Let 0 ă α ă 1{4 be a parameter to be fixed later. For χ even, non-trivial and not equal to ξ´1,
we apply the approximate functional equation to the L-function Lppf ‘ ξqbχ, sq, in an unbalanced

form ([IK04, Th. 5.3] with q replaced by the conductor q3 and X “ q1{2´2α). After adding the

contribution of the character ξ´1, which is ! q´1{5`ε for any ε ą 0, this gives M` “ M1 `M2,
where

M1 “
2

q ´ 1

ÿ`

χ pmod qq

ÿ

ně1

χpnqpλf ‹ ξqpnq

n1{2
V
´ n

q2´2α

¯

,

M2 “
2

q ´ 1

ÿ`

χ pmod qq

εppf ‘ ξq b χq
ÿ

ně1

χpnqpλf ‹ ξqpnq

n1{2
V
´ n

q1`2α

¯

,

where the function V is defined by

Vpyq “
1

2iπ

ż

p1q

L8p
1
2 ` sq

L8p
1
2q

Gpsqy´s
ds

s
, Gpsq “ expps2q

for y ą 0. Shifting the s-contour to the right if y ě 1 or to Repsq “ ´1{2 if y ď 1, we deduce that

yiVpiqpyq !A,i,f p1` yq
´A

for any A ą 0 and i ě 0, and

Vpyq “ 1`Opy1{2q for y ď 1.

It follows from the first of these bounds that, for any κ ą 0, the contribution to both sums of the
integers n ě q3{2`κ is !A,f,κ q

´A for any A ě 0.
We first bound M1. We add to M1 the contribution of the trivial character, up to an error term

bounded by Opq´1{5q, and perform the summation over the even characters χ. We obtain

M1 “
ÿ

n”˘1 pmod qq

pλf ‹ ξqpnq

n1{2
V
´ n

q2´2α

¯

`Opq´1{5q “ V
´ 1

q2´2α

¯

`Opq´α`εq “ 1`Opq´α`εq,

for any ε ą 0, where the first term Vpq´2`2αq is the contribution of the trivial solution n “ 1 of
the congruence n ” ˘1 pmod qq.

Now we consider M2. We add to M2 the contribution of the trivial character, up to an error of

size ! qε`
1
2
`α´1 ! qε`α´1{2, for any ε ą 0. We then perform the summation over χ even. We have

1

q ´ 1

ÿ`

χ pmod qq

εppf ‘ ξq b χqχpnq “
εpfq

q ´ 1

ÿ`

χ pmod qq

ε2
χεχξχpnq “

εpfq

q1{2

´

Kl3pn; ξ, qq `Kl3p´n; ξ, qq
¯

,

where we abbreviate

Kl3p˘n; ξ, qq “ Kl3p˘n; p1, 1, ξq, qq.
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Hence we have

M2 “
εpfq

q1{2

ÿ

n

pλf ‹ ξqpnq

n1{2
pKl3pn; ξ, qq `Kl3p´n; ξ, qqqV

´ n

q1`2α

¯

`Opq´1{5q.

We open the Dirichlet convolution

pλf ‹ ξqpnq “
ÿ

ab“n

λf paqξpbq.

By standard techniques (dyadic subdivisions, inverse Mellin transform to separate the variables),
we establish that M2 is, up to a factor ! qε for any ε ą 0, bounded by the sum of ! plog qq2 bilinear
sums of the type

M2pM,Nq “
1

pqMNq1{2

ÿ

m,n

λf pmqξpnqKl3pamn; ξ, qqV
´m

M

¯

W
´ n

N

¯

where

1 ďMN ď q1`2α,

a “ 1 or ´1, and V and W are smooth functions, compactly supported in r1, 2s, such that

xiV ipxq, xiW ipxq !f,ε q
iε

for any ε ą 0 and i ě 0.
We set M “ qµ and N “ qν . The trivial bound is

M2pM,Nq ! qε
´MN

q

¯1{2
“ qpµ`νq{2´1{2`ε

for any ε ą 0, which is ! q´α`ε if µ` ν ď 1´ 2α. Now assume that

1´ 2α ď µ` ν ď 1` 2α.

Estimating the sum over n by the Pólya-Vinogradov technique (completion), summing trivially
over the m variable, we obtain

M2pM,Nq ! qε
´M

N

¯1{2
! q1{2´ν`α`ε

for any ε ą 0. This bound is ! q´α`ε if ν ě 1
2 ` 2α. We then assume that

ν ď 1
2 ` 2α.

If ν is small, so that µ is large, we apply [FKM15, Th. 1.2] to the sum over m, summing trivially
over n. We get

M2pM,Nq ! Nq´1{8`α`ε “ q´1{8`ν`α`ε

for any ε ą 0. Again, this is ! q´α`ε provided ν ď 1
8 ´ 2α. Now assume that

1
8 ´ 2α ď ν ď 1

2 ` 2α.

Then 1
2 ´ 4α ď µ ď 7

8 ` 4α. The general bilinear form estimate in [FKM14a, Thm 1.17] gives

M2pM,Nq ! qε`α minpN´1 `M´1q1{2,M´1 `N´1q1{2q1{2

which is ! q´α`ε provided α ď 1{32 and

maxpµ, νq ě 1
2 ` 2α.

We finally consider the case when α ď 1{32 and

1
2 ´ 4α ď µ, ν ď 1

2 ` 2α.
12



In this situation, we can then apply Theorem 1.2 for the triple χ “ p1, 1, ξq, which has Property
NIO for any ξ by Example 2.2 (2). We obtain the bound

M2pM,Nq ! qε
´MN

q

¯1{2
pMNq´η ! q2α`εpMNq´η ! q2α´3η{4`ε

for any ε ą 0, where η ą 0 is the saving exponent in Theorem 1.2 when the parameter δ there is
δ “ 1

4 ´ 8α. Hence, for α ą 0 fixed and small enough, we obtain

M2pM,Nq ! q´η
1`ε

for some fixed η1 ą 0 and any ε ą 0, where the implied constant depends on ε and f .

4. Reduction to complete exponential sums

In this section, we will state the general forms of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, and reduce their proofs
to certain bounds for families of exponential sums over finite fields. In fact, we begin with slightly
more general bilinear sums.

Let q be a prime number, and let K : Fq Ñ C be any function. Let M,N be integers such that
1 ďM,N ď q ´ 1. Let M be a subset of the positive integers m ď q ´ 1 of cardinality M . We set
M` “ maxmPMm. Let finally

N “ tn | 1 ď n ă Nu.

Given tuples of complex numbers α “ pαmqmPM and β “ pβnqnPN, we set

BpK,α,βq “
ÿÿ

mPM, nPN

αmβnKpmnq.

We will prove the following:

Theorem 4.1. Fix an integer k ě 2. Let q be a prime and let a P Fˆq . Let χ be a k-tuple of
Dirichlet characters modulo q. Suppose that χ has Property NIO, and define Kpxq “ Klkpax;χ, qq.
With notations as above, for any integer l ě 2 and any ε ą 0, we have

BpK,α,βq ! qε}α}2}β}2pMNq1{2
´ 1

M
`

´q
3
4
` 3

4l

MN

¯
1
l
¯1{2

,

where the implied constant depends only on pk, l, εq, provided one of the two following two conditions
holds:

q
3
2l ď N ă

1

2
q

1
2
´ 3

4l ,

q
3
2l ď N, NM` ă

1

2
q1´ 3

2l .

Remark. This bound is non-trivial only for l large enough, precisely for l ě 9. As we will explain,
this limitation results from our simplifying choice of not applying the completion method to detect
that an auxiliary variable belongs to some interval in Fq.

In the special case of “type I” sums, we obtain

Theorem 4.2. With the same notation and assumption as in Theorem 4.1, especially assuming
that χ has NIO, and with the additional condition that βn “ 1 for n P N, for any integer l ě 1 and
any ε ą 0, we have

BpK,α,1q ! qε}α}
1´ 1

l
1 }α}

1
l
2M

1
2lN

´ q1` 1
l

MN2

¯1{2l
,
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where the implied constant depends on pk, l, εq, provided one of the following two conditions holds:

q
1
l ď N ď

1

2
q1{2`1{2l,

q
1
l ď N, NM` ď

1

2
q1`1{2l.

Remark. As l gets large, this bound is non-trivial if

M`N ď q, MN2 ě q1`δ

for some δ ą 0. In particular for M “M` “ N , this is non trivial if

N ě q1{3`δ.

4.1. The type II bilinear sum. We now start the proof of the reduction step for Theorem 4.1.
Applying Cauchy’s inequality, we obtain

|BpK,α,βq| ď }β}2

´

ÿ

n

|
ÿ

m

αmKpmnq|
2
¯1{2

! }β}2p}α}
2
2N ` S

“q1{2

where

S “ “
ÿ

m1 “m2

αm1αm2

ÿ

n

Kpm1nqKpm2nq.

We now use the `ab-shift trick of Karatsuba-Vinogradov as in [FM98, KMS17]. For this we
introduce two integer parameters A,B ě 1 such that AB ď N . Using the notation a „ A for
A ď a ă 2A, we then have

S “ “
1

AB

ÿ

a„A,b„B

ÿÿ

m1 “m2

αm1αm2

ÿ

n`abPN

Kpm1pn` abqqKpm2pn` abqq.

Using the fact that N is an interval, we deduce as in [FM98, p. 126, (7.2)] (see also [KMS17, (2.11)]
that

S “ !
log q

AB

ÿÿ

a,m1,m2,n
a„A,m1 “m2

|αm1αm2 |

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

b„B

Kpm1pn` abqqKpm2pn` abqqepbtq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

for some t P R and n varying over an interval of length ! N `AB. For pr, s1, s2q P pF
ˆ
q q

3 set

νpr, s1, s2q “
ÿÿ

a,m1 “m2,n
a„A,an”r,ami”si

|αm1αm2 |

so that

S “ !
log q

AB

ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

νpr, s1, s2q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

b„B

Kps1pr ` bqqKps2pr ` bqqepbtq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(by the change of variable r “ a ¨ n, si “ a ¨mi, i “ 1, 2). We have
ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

νpr, s1, s2q “
ÿÿ

a,n,m1 “m2

|αm1αm2 | ď AN}α}21 ď AMN}α}22

and
ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

νpr, s1, s2q
2 “

ÿÿ

a,n,m1 “m2

|αm1 ||αm2 |
ÿÿ

a1,n1,m11 “m
1
2

a1n1”an pmod qq, a1m1i”ami

|αm11 ||αm12 |.

Now assume that

(4.1) 2AN ă q.
14



Then the equation a1n1 ” an pmod qq is equivalent to an1 ” a1n pmod qq, which is equivalent to

an1 “ a1n. Therefore if we fix a and n1, the integers a1 and n are determined up to qop1q values.
Suppose that a, a1, n, n1 are so chosen. For i “ 1, 2, we then have

ÿÿ

mi,m
1
i

ami”a
1m1i pmod qq

|αmi ||αm1i | ď
ÿÿ

mi,m
1
i

ami”a
1m1i pmod qq

|αmi |
2 `

ÿÿ

mi,m
1
i

ami”a
1m1i pmod qq

|αm1i |
2 ! }α}22.

Indeed, since M is a subset of r1, q ´ 1s, once mi (resp. m1i) is given, the congruence ami ”

a1m1i pmod qq uniquely determines m1i (resp. mi). Therefore

(4.2)
ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

νpr, s1, s2q
2 ! qop1qAN}α}42.

Alternatively, if we assume instead of (4.1) that

(4.3) 2AM` ă q,

then the same reasoning with the equation am1 ” a1m11 pmod qq also leads to (4.2).
Fix an integer l ě 2. We apply Hölder’s inequality in the following form:

ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

ν1´ 1
l
` 1
l

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

b„B

¨ ¨ ¨

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ď

´

ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

ν
¯1´ 1

l
´

ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

ν
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

b„B

¨ ¨ ¨

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

l¯1{l

ď

´

ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

ν
¯1´ 1

l
´

ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

ν2
¯1{2l´ÿÿ

r,s1,s2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

b„B

¨ ¨ ¨

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2l¯1{2l

ď qε}α}22pANq
1´ 1

2lM1´ 1
l

´

ÿ

bPB

|ΣIIpK, bq|
¯1{2l

,

where B “ rB, 2Br2l, and

ΣIIpK, bq “
ÿ

rPFq

ÿÿ

s1,s2PF
ˆ
q

s1 “s2

Kps1r, s1bqKps2r, s2bq

is the exponential sum defined in (1.3), where

Kpr, bq “
l
ź

i“1

Kpr ` biqKpr ` bi`lq.

We observe at this point that the sum ΣIIpK, bq is independent of the parameter a such that
Kpxq “ Klkpax;χ, qq, by changing the variables s1 and s2 to as1 and as2 respectively.

We will estimate these sums in different ways depending on the position of b. Precisely:

Theorem 4.3. There exist affine varieties

V∆ ĂW Ă A2l
Z

defined over Z such that

codimpV∆q “ l, codimpWq ě
l ´ 1

2
which have the following property: for any prime q large enough, depending only on k, for any tuple
χ of characters of Fˆq with Property NIO, for any a P Fˆq , and for all b P F2l

q , with

Kpxq “ Klkpax;χ, qq,
15



we have

ΣIIpK, bq ! q3 if b P V∆pFqq(4.4)

ΣIIpK, bq ! q2 if b P pW´ V∆qpFqq(4.5)

ΣIIpK, bq ! q3{2 if b RWpFqq.(4.6)

In all cases, the implied constant depends only on k.

We emphasize that the varieties V∆ and W are independent of the tuple of characters. After a
number of preliminaries, the final proof of this theorem will be found in Section 14 (see page 56).

We will apply these estimates for the parameters b belonging to the box rB, 2Bq2l, and for this
we use Lemma 2.3.

Let BV (resp. BW) be the set of b P B such that b P V∆pFqq (resp. b P WpFqq). Since the
subvarieties V∆ and W are defined over Z, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that

ÿ

b

|ΣIIpK, bq| ! q3|BV| ` q2|BW| ` q3{2B2l

! q3B2l´codimpV∆q ` q2B2l´codimpWq ` q3{2B2l.(4.7)

We have codimpV∆q “ l and codimpWq ě pl ´ 1q{2 by Theorem 4.3. We choose B so that the
first and third terms in (4.7) are equal, namely

B “ q3{2l.

We also choose A so that AB “ N , ie.

A “ N{B “ Nq´
3
2l .

Writing codimpWq “ γl, we deduce that

|BpK,α,βq| ď }β}2p}α}
2
2N ` S

“q1{2

where

S “ !
qε

AB
}α}22pANq

1´ 1
2lM1´ 1

l pq2Bp2´γqlq ` q3{2B2lq1{2l.

Hence

|BpK,α,βq| ! qε}α}2}β}2pMNq1{2
´ 1

M
`

´ q2B´γl

AM2N
`

q
3
2

AM2N

¯
1
2l
¯1{2

! qε}α}2}β}2pMNq1{2
´ 1

M
`

´q2´ 3
2
γ` 3

2l

pMNq2
`

q
3
2
` 3

2l

pMNq2

¯
1
2l
¯1{2

.(4.8)

This holds under the condition that

A “ Nq´
3
2l ě 1

and that either of (4.1) or (4.3) hold.
In particular, since γ ě 1{3, the second term on the right-hand side of (4.8) is smaller than the

third. This implies Theorem 4.1. Theorem 1.2 follows by choosing l large enough depending on δ.

4.2. Bounding type I sums. We turn now to Theorem 4.2, and consider the special bilinear form

BpK,α, 1Nq “
ÿÿ

mPM, nPN

αmKpmnq.

Given l ě 2, a trivial bound is

BpK,α, 1Nq ď }α}
1´ 1

l
1 }α}

1
2l
2 M

1
2lN.
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Proceeding as before, we get

BpK,α, 1Nq “
1

AB

ÿÿ

a„A, B„B

ÿ

mPM

αm
ÿ

n`abPN

Kpmpn` abqq

!ε
qε

AB

ÿÿ

rPFq ,sPF
ˆ
q

νpr, sq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

b„B

ηbKpspr ` bqq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

with
νpr, sq “

ÿÿÿ

a„A, mPM, nPN
am“s, an”r pmod qq

|αm|

and |ηb| ď 1. We have
ÿ

r,s

νpr, sq ! AN
ÿ

mPM

|αm|.

We also have
ÿ

r,s

νpr, sq2 “
ÿ

¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ

a,m,n,a1,m1,n1

am”a1m1,a1n”an1 pmod qq

|αm||αm1 |.

Assuming that

(4.9) 2AN or 2A.M` ă q

we show by the same reasoning as above that
ÿ

r,s

νpr, sq2 !
ÿ

a,m

|αm|
2

ÿ

¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ

n,a1,m1,n1

am“a1m1

a1n“an1 pmod qq

1 !ε q
εAN

ÿ

m

|αm|
2,

We next apply Hölder’s inequality in the form
ÿÿ

rPFq ,sPF
ˆ
q

νpr, sq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

Băbď2B

ηbKpspr ` bqq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď

´

ÿ

r,s

νpr, sq
¯1´ 1

l
´

ÿ

r,s

νpr, sq2
¯

1
2l
´

ÿ

r,s

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

Băbď2B

ηbKpspr ` bqq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2l¯ 1
2l

!ε q
εpANq1´

1
2l }α}

1´ 1
l

1 }α}
1
l
2

´

ÿ

r,s

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

Băbď2B

ηbKpspr ` bqq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2l¯ 1
2l
.

Expanding the 2l-th power, we have
ÿÿ

rPFq ,sPF
ˆ
q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

Băbď2B

ηbKpspr ` bqq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2l
ď

ÿ

bPB

ˇ

ˇΣIpK, bq
ˇ

ˇ

with

(4.10) ΣIpK, bq “
ÿ

rPFq

ÿ

sPFˆq

Kpsr, sbq “
ÿ

rPFq

Rpr, bq.

Note that ΣIpK, bq is independent of the choice of a P Fˆq such that Kpxq “ Klkpax;χ, qq. We
have reached the bound

(4.11) BpK,α, 1Nq ! qε}α}
1´ 1

l
1 }α}

1
l
2M

1
2lN

´

pMNq´1

AB2l

ÿ

bPB

ˇ

ˇΣIpK, bq
ˇ

ˇ

¯
1
2l
.

As before, we can prove different bounds on ΣIpK, bq depending on the position of b.
17



Theorem 4.4. Let V∆ and W be the affine varieties on Theorem 4.3. For any prime q large
enough, depending only on k, for any tuple χ with Property NIO, for any a P Fˆq and for all

b P F2l
q , with

Kpxq “ Klkpax;χ, qq,

we have

ΣIpK, bq ! q2 if b P V∆pFqq(4.12)

ΣIpK, bq ! q3{2 if b P pW´ V∆qpFqq(4.13)

ΣIpK, bq ! q if b RWpFqq.(4.14)

In all cases, the implied constant depends only on k.

This is also proved ultimately in Section 14 (page 56).

Taking this for granted, and using the same notation codimpWq “ γl as before, we have therefore
ÿ

bPB

ˇ

ˇΣIpK, bq
ˇ

ˇ ! |BV|q2 ` |BW|q3{2 ` |B|q

! Blq2 `Bp2´γqlq3{2 `B2lq,

by Lemma 2.3. Choosing
B “ q1{l

to equate the first and third terms above and

A “ N{B “ Nq´1{l

we obtain from (4.11) the estimate

BpK,α, 1Nq !k,ε! qε}α}
1´ 1

l
1 }α}

1
l
2M

1
2lN

´

pMNq´1

AB2l

`

qB2l ` q1{2Bp3´γql
˘

¯
1
2l

!k,ε q
ε}α}

1´ 1
l

1 }α}
1
l
2M

1
2lN

´ q1` 1
l

MN2
`
q

3
2
´γ` 1

l

MN2

¯1{2l
,

assuming that (4.9) holds and that A ě 1. Since γ ě 1{2 (by Theorem 4.3), the second term on
the right-hand side of the last inequality is smaller than the first. Together with (4.9), this leads
to Theorem 4.2, and Theorem 1.3 follows by letting l get large.

5. Algebraic preliminaries

We collect in this section some definitions and statements of algebraic geometry that we will use
later. Most are standard, but we include some proofs for completeness and by lack of a convenient
reference.

Let CFq be a smooth and geometrically connected curve with smooth projective model S. The
conductor of a constructible `-adic sheaf F on C is defined by

cpFq “ gpSq ` rankpFq ` | SingpFq| `
ÿ

xPSingpFq

SwanxpFq ` dimH0
c pCFq

,Fq,

where gpSq is the genus of S, SingpFq is the set of points of S where the middle-extension of F is
not lisse and SwanxpFq is the Swan conductor at x.

Let CFq be a curve (not necessarily smooth or irreducible). Let pCiqiPI be the geometrically

irreducible components of CFq
and πi : rCi Ñ Ci their canonical desingularization. We define the

conductor of a constructible `-adic sheaf F on CFq by

cpFq “
ÿ

iPI

cpπ˚i pF|Ciqq `
ÿ

xPCsing

mxpCq,

18



where Csing is the singular set of C and mxpCq the multiplicity of x as a singularity of C.
If CFq is a curve, f is a function on C and F an `-adic sheaf on C, then

(5.1) cpF b Lfpxqq ! cpLfpxqq
2 cpFq2,

where the implied constant is absolute.
We will use the following version of Deligne’s Riemann Hypothesis over finite fields [Del80].

Proposition 5.1. Let Fq be a finite field with q elements and let C be a curve over Fq. Let F and
G be constructible `-adic sheaves on C which are mixed of weights ď 0 and pointwise pure of weight
0 on a dense open subset. Suppose that the restriction of F b G_ to any geometrically irreducible
component of C has no trivial summand. We then have

ÿ

xPCpFqq

tFpx; FqqtGpx; Fqq !
?
q

where the implied constant depend only on the conductors of F and of G.

Proof. If C is smooth and geometrically connected, and F and G are geometrically irreducible
middle-extensions, this is deduced from Deligne’s results in [FKM13, Lemma 3.5]; the extension fo
general F and G satisfying our assumptions is immediate. For a general smooth curve, one need
only apply the bound to each component separately.

For a general curve, observe that the difference between the sum over C and the sum over
a desingularization of C is the sum over singular points of tFpx; FqqtGpx; Fqq minus the sum over

points of the desingularization lying over singular points of tFpx; FqqtGpx; Fqq. Since the size of both
those sets of points may be bounded in terms of the sum of the multiplicities of singular points,
and the value of tFpx; FqqtGpx; Fqq at those points may be bounded in terms of the conductors, this
contribution is also bounded in terms of the conductors. �

We will also use a criterion for a sheaf to be lisse that might be well-known but for which we do
not know of a suitable reference.

Lemma 5.2. Let SpecpOq be an open dense subset of the spectrum of the ring of integers in a
number field and U Ñ SpecpOq a reduced scheme of finite type. Let ` be a prime number invertible
in O. Let r ě 1 be an integer and let F be a constructible `-adic sheaf on U .

Assume that:
(1) For any finite-field valued point Specpkq Ñ SpecpOq, the sheaf Fk on Uk is lisse of rank r.
(2) For any finite-field valued point Specpkq Ñ SpecpOq, any generic point η of Uk, and any

s P ΓpSpecpOetη q,Fq, if s is non-zero at the special point of the étale local ring Oetη , then it is
non-zero at the generic point.

Then F is lisse on U .

Proof. Let x P Uk Ă U and let s be a non-zero section of F over the étale local ring Oetx at x.
Since (the pullback of) F is lisse on Oetx,k by Assumption (1), the generic point of Oetx,k belongs to

the support of s. Hence (the pullback of) s is non-zero at the special point of Oetη , which maps to

the generic point Oetx,k (for some generic point η of Uk). By Assumption (2), we deduce that the

generic point of Oetη belongs to the support of (the pullback of) s. Since this generic point maps to

the generic point of Oetx , this means that the support of s contains the generic point of Oetx , hence
because the support of s is closed, it is the whole SpecpOetx q.

Now let ps1, . . . , srq be a basis of the stalk Fx “ ΓpOetx ,Fq. These sections define a morphism

Q
r
` Ñ FOetx

whose induced map on stalks is, by the above, injective. By Assumption (1) and the fact that the
rank of the stalk of a constructible `-adic sheaf is a constructible function, the rank of the stalk of
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F at every point is r. Hence both stalks have the same dimension, thus the induced map on stalks
is an isomorphism. This means that F is locally constant at x, and we conclude that F is lisse. �

6. Generalized Kloosterman sheaves

In this section, we summarize the basic properties of the generalized Kloosterman sheaves whose
trace functions are the sums Klkpx;χ, qq. These were defined by Katz in [Kat88, Th. 4.1.1], building
on Deligne’s work [SGA41

2 , Sommes trig., Th. 7.8]. They are special cases of the hypergeometric
sheaves defined by Katz in [Kat90, 8.2.1].

Throughout this section, we fix a prime number p, a prime number ` “ p, and we consider a
finite field Fq of characteristic p with q elements and a non-trivial `-adic additive character ψ of
Fq. We fix an integer k ě 2 coprime to q, and a tuple χ “ pχ1, . . . , χkq of `-adic characters of Fˆq .
We denote by Λpχq (or Λ if χ is understood) the product χ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χk.

Proposition 6.1 (Generalized Kloosterman sheaves). There exists a constructible Q`-sheaf K` “
K`k,ψpχq on P1

Fq
, called a generalized Kloosterman sheaf, with the following properties:

(1) For any d ě 1 and any x P GmpFqdq, we have

tK`px; Fqdq “ Klkpx;χ,Fqdq

“
p´1qk´1

qdpk´1q{2

ÿ

x1¨¨¨xk“x

χ1pNF
qd
{Fqx1q ¨ ¨ ¨χkpNF

qd
{Fqxkqψ

´

TrF
qd
{Fqpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xkq

¯

.

(2) The sheaf K`k,ψpχq is lisse of rank k on Gm.
(3) On Gm, the sheaf K`k,ψpχq is geometrically irreducible and pure of weight 0.
(4) The sheaf K`k,ψpχq is tamely ramified at 0, and its Ip0q-decomposition is

à

χPχ

Lχ b Jpnχq,

where Jpnq is a unipotent Jordan block of size n, and nχ is the multiplicity of χ in χ.
(5) The sheaf K`k,ψpχq is wildly ramified at 8, with a single break equal to 1{k, and with Swan

conductor equal to 1.
(6) The stalks of K`k,ψpχq at 0 and 8 both vanish.

(7) If γ P PGL2pFqq is non-trivial, there does not exist a rank 1 sheaf L such that we have a
geometric isomorphism

γ˚K`k,ψpχq » K`k,ψpχq b L

over a dense open set.
(8) The conductor of K`k,ψpχq is k ` 3.

Proof. Let j : Gm Ñ P1 be the open inclusion. We define

K`k,ψpχq “ j!Klpψ;χ; 1, . . . , 1q
´n´ 1

2

¯

,

where the sheaf on the right-hand side is the lisse sheaf on Gm defined by Katz in [Kat88, 4.1.1].
We also have a formula in terms of hypergeometric sheaves, namely

K`k,ψpχq “ j!H1p!, ψ;χ,Hq
´n´ 1

2

¯

(see [Kat90, 8.4.3]). Assertions (1) and (2) are, respectively, assertions (2) and (1) of [Kat88, 4.1.1].
Assertion (3) results from the identification with hypergeometric sheaves and [Kat90, Th. 8.4.2
(1), (4)].

Assertions (4) and (5)) are given in [Kat90, Th. 8.4.2 (6)]. Assertion (6) is clear from the
definition as an extension by zero of a sheaf on Gm.
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Finally, (7) is a special case of [FKM15, Prop. 3.6 (2)], and (8) follows from the definition of the
conductor and the previous statements. �

All parts of Definition 2.1, including the definition of Property CGM and Property NIO, make
sense for tuples of `-adic characters of Fˆq . When we wish to emphasize the base finite field, we will
speak of Property CGM or NIO over Fq. The names CGM and NIO are justified by the following
theorem of Katz.

Theorem 6.2 (Katz). Assume that k ě 2, that p ą 2k`1 and that χ is not Kummer induced. Let
G be the geometric monodromy group of K`k,ψpχq. We then have G0 “ G0,der, the derived group.
Moreover

(1) If k is odd, then G0 “ G0,der “ SLk.
(2) If k is even, then G0 “ G0,der is either

– SOk if χ is self-dual and symmetric.
– Spk if χ is self-dual and alternating.
– SLk if χ is not self-dual.

Finally, if χ has CGM, then G “ G0 is either SLk or Spk.

Proof. The claims about G0 are proved by Katz in [Kat90, Th. 8.11.3 and Corollary 8.11.2.1].
To evaluate G, note that when G0 “ SLk, G is contained in GLk. To show G “ G0, it suffices to

show the determinant is trivial. But the determinant character is LΛ by [Kat90, Lemma 8.11.6],
and we have assumed Λ trivial.

If G0 ‰ SLk then k is even and χ is self-dual. Let ξ be the dualizing character (Definition 2.1).

Under the assumptions Λ “ 1 and ξ “ 1, we always have Λ “ ξk{2, so the self-duality is alternating.
Thus G0 “ Spk, hence G is contained in GSpk, and it suffices to show that the similitude character
is trivial, i.e., that K`k,ψpχq is actually self-dual and not just self-dual up to a twist. This follows
from [Kat90, Theorem 8.8.1]. Reviewing Definition 2.1, we obtain the desired statements. �

The need to sometimes increase the base field is justified by the following lemma that will allow
us to work with tuples satisfying the weaker CGM Property.

Lemma 6.3. Assume that χ has NIO. Then there exists an `-adic character χ0, possibly over a
finite extension Fqν of Fq, such that the tuple χ0χ has CGM over Fqν .

Proof. If k is even and χ is self-dual alternating, take χ0 to be the inverse of a square root of the
duality character. Otherwise, take χ0 to be the inverse of a k-th root of Λ. �

For convenience, we will most often simply denote K`k “ K`k,ψpχq since we assume that ψ and
χ are fixed.

The next lemma computes precisely the local monodromy of K`k,ψpχq at 8.

Lemma 6.4. Assume p ą k ě 2. Denote by rψ the additive character x ÞÑ ψpkxq of Fq. Then, as
representations of the inertia group Ip8q at 8, there exists an isomorphism

K`k,ψpχq » rx ÞÑ xks˚pLχk`1
p2q
b LΛ b L

rψ
q,

where χp2q is the unique non-trivial character of order 2 of Fˆq .

Proof. This follows from a more precise result of L. Fu [Fu11, Prop. 0.8] (who describes the local
representations of the decomposition group). �
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7. Sheaves and statement of the target theorem

As in the previous section, we fix a prime number p, a prime number ` “ p, and we consider a
finite field Fq of characteristic p with q elements and a non-trivial `-adic additive character ψ of
Fq. We assume that p ą 2k ` 1.

Let χ be a k-tuple of `-adic characters of Fˆq . We define

F “ K`k,ψpχq,

a constructible `-adic sheaf on A1
Fq

. In this section we impose no further conditions on χ.

Fix l ě 2. For 1 ď i ď 2l, let fi “ spr ` biq on A2`2l with coordinates pr, s, bq.
We now define the “sum-product” sheaf

Kpχq “
â

1ďiďl

f˚i F b f
˚
i`lF

_

on A2`2l
Fq

.

Let V {Z be the open subset of A2`2l
Z where spr ` biq ‰ 0 for i, so that K is lisse on VFq for all

q. Let π : A2`2l Ñ A1`2l be the projection pr, s, bq ÞÑ pr, bq (defined over Z). We define

Rpχq “ R1π!Kpχq,

a constructible `-adic sheaf on A1`2l
Fq

.

We will most often drop the dependency on χ in these notation and write K “ Kpχq and
R “ Rpχq.

We define the diagonal variety V∆ by the condition

V∆ “ tb P A2l | for all i, there exists j “ i such that bi “ bju.

Note that V∆ does not depend on the tuple of characters considered.

Lemma 7.1. Outside V∆, we have R0π!K “ R2π!K “ 0.

Proof. This is very similar to [KMS17, Lemma 4.1 (2)]. By the proper base change theorem, the
stalk of Riπ!K at x “ pr, bq P A1`2l is

H i
cpA

1
Fq
,
l

â

i“1

rˆpr ` biqs
˚F b rˆpr ` bi`2qs

˚F_q,

where s is the coordinate on A1. This cohomology group vanishes for i “ 0 and any x, and it
vanishes for i “ 2 and x R V∆ by [FKM15, Theorem 1.5]. �

We now compute the local monodromy at infinity of the sheaf K. For any additive character ψ,

we denote by rψ the character x ÞÑ ψpkxq.

Lemma 7.2. (1) Let r P Fq and b P F2l
q be such that r ` bi “ 0 for all i. Let pr ` biq

1{k be a fixed

k-th root of r ` bi in Fq. Define signs εi “ 1 for 1 ď i ď l and εi “ ´1 for l ` 1 ď i ď 2l.
The local monodromy at s “ 8 of Kr,b is isomorphic to the local monodromy at s “ 8 of the

sheaf

à

pζ2,...,ζ2lqPµ
2l´1
k

L
rψ

´´

pr ` b1q
1{k `

2l
ÿ

i“2

εiζipr ` biq
1{k

¯

s1{k
¯

.

where µk is the group of k-th roots of unity in Fq.

(2) Let K be a field of characteristic p - k, and let r P K and b P K2l be such that r ` bi “ 0 for

all i. Assume that K contains all k-th roots p1` bi{rq
1{k of 1` bi{r for all i. Let ψ be a non-trivial
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`-adic additive character and let χ be a k-tuple of multiplicative characters of a finite subfield of
K. The local monodromy at t “ 8 of the lisse sheaf

rK “
â

1ďiďl

K`k,ψpχqptp1` bi{rqq bK`k,ψpχqptp1` bi`l{rqq
_

on Gm,K is isomorphic to the local monodromy at t “ 8 of the sheaf

à

pζ2,...,ζ2lqPµ
2l´1
k

L
rψ

´´

ptp1` b1{rqq
1{k `

2l
ÿ

i“2

εiζiptp1` bi{rqq
1{k

¯¯

.

Proof. Since Lemma 6.4 has the same form as [KMS17, Lemma 4.9], up to the additional factor
LΛ, the first assertion may be proved exactly like [KMS17, Lemma 4.16 (1)] (with λ “ 0 there),
replacing throughout the tensor product

2
â

i“1

rˆpr ` biqs
˚K`k,ψpχq b rˆpr ` bi`2qs

˚K`k,ψpχq
_

by
l

â

i“1

rˆpr ` biqs
˚K`k,ψpχq b rˆpr ` bi`2qs

˚K`k,ψpχq
_

(note that the factors involving Λ cancel-out at the end). The second statement is proved in the
same manner. �

Let rZ Ă A1`2l
Z be the image of

(7.1) rZ “
!

pr, b,xq P A1`4l | xki “ r ` bi for 1 ď i ď 2k,
l
ÿ

i“1

xi “
2l
ÿ

i“l`1

xi

)

Ă A1`4l
Z

under the projection onto pr, bq. Let

Z “ rZ Y
ď

1ďiď2l

tr “ ´biu.

Let U be the complement of Z. We emphasize that rZ, Z and U are defined over Z, and independent
of χ.

Lemma 7.3. The subscheme rZ of A2l is closed and irreducible, and R is lisse on UFq .

Proof. This is analogue to [KMS17, Lemma 4.26, (1) and (2)], so we will be brief.1 The projection
pr, b,xq ÞÑ pr, bq from the subscheme

Z1 “
!

pr, b,xq P A1`4l | xki “ r ` bi for 1 ď i ď 2k
)

to A1`2l is finite, since the domain is defined by adjoining the coordinates px1, . . . , x2lq to A1`2l,

and each satisfies a monic polynomial equation. Thus the closed subscheme rZ defined by (7.1) is

also finite over A1`2l, and its image rZ is closed. Moreover, the subscheme (7.1) is the divisor in Z1

given by the equation
l
ÿ

i“1

xi “
2l
ÿ

i“l`1

xi.

In particular, this subscheme, and consequently its projection rZ, is irreducible.

1To avoid confusion, note that what is called Z in KMS is not the analogue of what is called Z here.
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To prove that R is lisse on UFq , we use Deligne’s semicontinuity theorem [Lau81]. The sheaf K

is lisse on the complement of the divisors given by the equations r “ ´bi and s “ 0 in A2`2l. We
compactify the s-coordinate by P1 and work on

X “ pA1 ˆP1 ˆA2lq X tpr, s, bq | pr, bq P Uu.

By extending by 0, we view K as a sheaf on X which is lisse on the complement in X of the
divisors s “ 0 and s “ 8 (because U is contained in the complement of the divisors r “ ´bi and
thus X is as well). Let

πp2q : X ÝÑ U

denote the projection pr, s, bq ÞÑ pr, bq. Then πp2q is proper and smooth of relative dimension 1 and

R|U “ R1π
p2q
˚ K.

Since the restrictions of K to the divisors s “ 8 and s “ 0 are zero, this sheaf is the extension
by zero from the complement of those divisors to the whole space of a lisse sheaf. Deligne’s
semicontinuity theorem [Lau81, Corollary 2.1.2] implies that the sheaf R is lisse on U if the Swan
conductor is constant on each of these two divisors. By Proposition 6.1, the generalized Kloosterman
sheaf has tame ramification on s “ 0, hence any tensor product of generalized Kloosterman sheaves
(such as K) has tame ramification, hence Swan conductor 0, on s “ 0. On the other hand, Lemma
7.2 gives a formula for the local monodromy representation of K at s “ 8 as a sum of pushforward
of representations from the tame covering x ÞÑ xk. Since the Swan conductor is additive and since
the Swan conductor is invariant under pushforward by a tame covering (see, e.g., [Kat88, 1.13.2]),
it follows that

Swan8pKr,bq “
ÿ

ζ2,...,ζ2lPµk

Swan8

´

Lψ

´´

pr ` b1q
1{k `

2l
ÿ

i“2

εiζipr ` biq
1{k

¯

s1{k
¯¯

“ k2l´1

by definition of U , since the Swan conductor of Lψpatq is 1 for a “ 0. �

Lemma 7.4. The subscheme Z is a hypersurface in A1`2l
Z . It is defined by the vanishing of a

polynomial P in Zrr, b1, . . . , b2ls such that, for any fixed b R V∆, the polynomial Pb “ P p¨, bq of the
variable r is not zero.

Proof. First we check that rZ is a hypersurface in A1`2l
Z . It is the projection of the closed subscheme

rZ “
!

pr, b,xq P A1`4l | xki “ r ` bi for 1 ď i ď 2l,
l
ÿ

i“1

xi “
2l
ÿ

i“l`1

xi

)

Ă A1`4l.

This closed subscheme is pure of dimension 2l, since the first 2l equations let us eliminate the

variables bi and the last equation is nontrivial. The projection rZÑ rZ is finite (as already observed

in the proof of the previous lemma) and hence rZ is a closed subscheme of A2l`1 that is pure of

dimension 2l, i.e. a hypersurface. Since Z is the union of rZ and the hyperplanes with equation
r ` bi “ 0, it is also a hypersurface.

Let P P Zrr, bs be a polynomial whose vanishing set is rZ. Suppose b is such that Pb is the

zero polynomial in the variable r, i.e., such that the projection rZb Ñ A1 given by pr,xq ÞÑ r is
surjective.

The scheme C Ă A1`2l given by the equations

xki “ r ` bi 1 ď i ď 2k
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is a curve and the projection C Ñ A1 given by pr,xq ÞÑ r is finite. The fiber rZb is the intersection
of C and the hyperplane

l
ÿ

i“1

xi “
2l
ÿ

i“l`1

xi,

so that Pb “ 0 if and only if the function

F “
l
ÿ

i“1

xi ´
2l
ÿ

i“l`1

xi

vanishes on an irreducible component of C.
If we assume that b R V∆ then by definition there exists some i such that bi ‰ bj for all j ‰ i.

Locally on A1 with coordinate r near the point r “ ´bi, the covering maps xjk “ r ` bj for j “ i
are étale, so the functions xj (on the curve C) “belong” to the étale local ring R of A1 at ´bi. The
function xi, however, does not belong to R, hence the function F is non-zero in an algebraic closure
of the fraction field of R, which is also an algebraic closure of the function field of any irreducible
component of C. This concludes the proof. �

Definition 7.5. The sheaf R˚ on UFq is the maximal quotient of the sheaf R|UFq that is pure of
weight 1 (see [Del80]).

Define f : U Ñ A2l over Z by pr, bq ÞÑ b.
Below, by EndVbpGq, where G is a lisse sheaf on VFq ,b, we mean the π1pVFq ,bˆFqq-homomorphisms,

etc.
Let b P A2l

Fq
and let κpbq be the residue field of b. Since Rb “ R1π!Kb by the proper base change

theorem, there exists a natural Galpκpbq{κpbqq-equivariant morphism

EndVbpKbq ÝÑ EndUbpRbq.

Since every Vb-endomorphism of Kb preserves the weight filtration, the image of this morphism is
contained in the subring of endomorphisms of Rb that preserve the weight filtration, and hence we
have an induced morphism

θb : EndVbpKbq ÝÑ EndUbpR
˚
bq,

which by construction is still Frobenius-equivariant.
In the next definition, we already describe the subvariety W of Theorem 4.3; in particular, we

see that it is independent of the tuple of characters χ, since this is the case for X8 and Z. The
difficulty will be to prove that it satisfies the required properties.

Definition 7.6. We denote X8 “ A2l ´ V∆, and for any integer j ě 0, we let

Xj “ tb P X8 | |Zb| ď ju.

We define W to be the union of V∆ and of all irreducible components of all Xj of dimension
strictly less than p3l ` 1q{2.

By definition, we therefore have the codimension bound

(7.2) codimpWq ě
l ´ 1

2
.

Our main geometric goal will be to prove the following result:

Theorem 7.7. Assume that χ has NIO. If p is large enough, depending only on k and l, then
the natural morphism θb is an isomorphism for all b P A2lpFqq ´ WpFqq. Furthermore, each
geometrically irreducible component of R˚b has rank greater than one.

The basic strategy to be used is as follows:
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(1) We show that for q large enough and for b P A2lpFqq outside an explicit subscheme W1 of
codimension l´ 1, the natural morphism θb is injective. This reduces the target statement
to a proof that the dimensions EndVbpKbq and EndUbpR

˚
bq are equal.

(2) We show that, when these dimensions agree for the generic point of an irreducible component
of a stratum, this implies the corresponding statement on the whole irreducible component.

(3) Finally, we prove the target theorem at the generic point of an irreducible component of a
stratum with dimension ą p3l ` 1q{2.

The most difficult part is the last one. This we prove by showing the strata can be covered by
the vanishing sets of equations of a certain type in products of curves. Using this description, and
a variant of Katz’s Diophantine criterion for irreducibility, we show that the dimension of the space
of endomorphisms of K is equal to the space of endomorphisms of R that are invariant under the
Galois group of the function field of this cover. Finally, by a vanishing cycles argument, we show
that the Galois group in fact acts trivially.

Remark 7.8. We have defined U , the stratification Xj , and W as objects over the integers rather
than over a finite field Fq. This is used in a few different places: first, when comparing the generic
point and the special point of a stratum, we use a tameness property of the sheaf R, which we
verify by showing that the sheaf is defined over the integers. Second, when describing the defining
equations of the strata, at one point we make a large characteristic assumption. Third, we need
the set W to be uniform in q to allow us to apply Lemma 2.3.

8. Integrality

We fix an integer n ě 1 and an integer k ě 2. Let ` be a prime number. We denote in this
section S “ SpecpZrµn, 1{n`sq. For any `-adic character rχ of µn, we have an associated lisse `-adic
sheaf L

rχ over S defined by Kummer theory. If Fq is a residue field of S of characteristic p - n`, so
that q ” 1 mod n, then there is a natural isomorphism between the group of `-adic characters rχ of
µn and the group of `-adic characters χ of order dividing n of Fˆq , such that χpxq “ rχpξq, where ξ

is the n-th root of unity in Zrµn, 1{n`s mapping to xpq´1q{n. We then have a natural isomorphism
L

rχ,Fq “ Lχ of `-adic sheaves.

Proposition 8.1. Let rχ be a k-tuple of characters of µn. There exists an `-adic sheaf Runivprχq

on A1`2l
S , lisse on US, with the following property: for any prime p - `n, for any finite field Fq of

characteristic p which is a residue field of a prime ideal in Zrµn, 1{n`s, for any non-trivial additive
character ψ of Fq, we have

Runivprχq|A1`2l
Fq

“ Rpχq

where χ is the k-tuple of `-adic characters of Fˆq corresponding to rχ.

Proof. We will first construct a sheaf Runivprχq over S with the desired specialization property, and
we will then check that the sheaf thus defined is lisse on US . The existence statement is a fairly
straightforward generalization of [KMS17, Lemma 4.27], but we give full details since the precise
construction is needed to check the lisseness assertion.

Let X1 Ă Gk`1
m be the subscheme over S with equation

x1 ¨ ¨ ¨xk “ t

and let

f1 : X1 ÝÑ A1
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be the projection px1, . . . , xk, tq ÞÑ t. Let X2 be the subscheme of G2lk
m ˆA2`2l over S defined by

the equations
k
ź

j“1

xi,j “ spr ` biq, 1 ď i ď 2l,

and let f2 : X2 ÝÑ A1`2l be the projection

f2px1,1, . . . , x2l,k, r, s, bq “ pr, bq.

Let further X Ă X2 be the closed subscheme over S defined by the equation x1,1 “ 1. The
morphism

Gm ˆX Ñ X2

defined by

pt, x1,1, . . . , x2l,k, r, s, bq ÞÑ ptx1,1, . . . , tx2l,k, r, t
ks, bq

is an isomorphism, with inverse given by

px1,1, . . . , x2l,k, r, s, bq ÞÑ
´

x1,1, 1,
x1,2

x1,1
, . . . ,

x2l,k

x1,1
, r,

s

tk
, b
¯

.

Let now p - n` be a prime and Fq a finite field of characteristic p that is a residue field of a prime
ideal in S. Let ψ be a non-trivial additive character of Fq. We have an isomorphism

K`k,ψpχq
´1´ k

2

¯

r1´ ks » Rf1,!Lψpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xkq b
k
â

i“1

Lχipxiq

of sheaves on A1
Fq

. By definition and Lemma 7.1, it follows that

Rpχq “ R2lpk´1q`1f2,!

´

Lψ

´

k
ÿ

j“1

´

l
ÿ

i“1

xi,j ´
l
ÿ

i“1

xl`i,j

¯¯

b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

Lχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq
¯

.

We now translate this by “transport of structure” to Gm ˆX » X2. First, we have f2 “ f ˝ p2

where p2 is the projection Gm ˆX Ñ X. Next, let f : X Ñ A1`2l be the projection onto pr, bq,
and let g : X Ñ A1 be defined by

gpx1,1, . . . , x2l,k, r, s, bq “
k
ÿ

j“1

´

l
ÿ

i“1

xi,j ´
l
ÿ

i“1

xl`i,j

¯

.

Let g1 be the function

g1 “
k
ÿ

j“1

´

l
ÿ

i“1

xi,j ´
l
ÿ

i“1

xl`i,j

¯

on X2. Then g1 corresponds to tg under the isomorphism X2 » Gm ˆX. Moreover, the sheaves
Lχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq are transported to Lχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq under this isomorphism (since both variables
involved are multiplied by t). We conclude that

Rpχqr´2lpk ´ 1q ´ 1s » Rpf ˝ p2q!

´

Lψptgq b
k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

Lχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq
¯

on A1`2l
Fq

.

We can now apply the strategy of [KMS17, Lemma 4.23]. By the projection formula, we have

Rp2!
´

Lψptgq b
k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

Lχj pxi,j{xl`i,j

¯

“

´ k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

Lχj pxi,j{xl`i,j

¯

bRp2!Lψptgq
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and Rp2!Lψptgq is the pullback along g of the Fourier transform of the extension by zero of the

constant sheaf on Gm,Fq , which is pRu˚Q`r´1sqFq for u : Gm Ñ A1 the inclusion.
We then define the sheaf

Runivprχq “ R2lpk´1qf!

´

g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq

¯

over S. The preceeding computation gives an isomorphism RunivprχqFq » Rpχq over Fq.
Furthermore, since the complex

Rf!

´

g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

Lχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq
¯

,

is supported in degree 2lpk ´ 1q over UFq for all Fq, the corresponding complex

Rf!

´

g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq

¯

is supported in a single degree on S.
We will now check that Runivprχq is lisse on US . By the specialization property and Lemma 7.3,

we know that Runivprχq is lisse on UFq for any residue field Fq of characteristic p - `n, and that
it has constant rank. Because it is a constructible sheaf, its rank is a constructible function, and
hence it has the same rank everywhere on US .

Write Runiv “ Runivprχq for simplicity. We show that Runiv is lisse on US by contradiction. By
the criterion in Lemma 5.2, if Runiv is not lisse on US , then there exists a finite-field-valued point
(say over Fq) and a section of Runiv over the étale local ring Oetη for some generic point η of UFq

which is non-zero at the special point, but zero at the generic point. If we denote by i the inclusion
of η in SpecpOetη q, then such a section corresponds to a morphism i˚Q` Ñ Runiv over this local ring
that is non-trivial at the generic point. Because

Runiv “ R2lpk´1qf!

´

g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq

¯

and the complex

Rf!

´

g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq

¯

is supported in a single degree, we obtain a nontrivial map.

(8.1) Ri˚Q`r´2lpk ´ 1qs Ñ Rf!

´

g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq

¯

.

We then apply the Verdier duality functor, taking our base scheme S “ SpecpOetη q. In this case

our dualizing complex is Q` and we set DpFq “ HompF,Q`q. Later, we will apply also apply Verdier
duality on schemes of finite type over S (see, e.g., [Fu11, Ch. 8, Ch. 10.1] for the `-adic formalism
of Verdier duality in this setting). As usual, for a scheme of finite type over S with structural
morphism $, we set DpFq “ HompF, $!Q`q. Dualizing the morphism (8.1), we obtain a morphism

(8.2) DRf!

´

g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq

¯

Ñ DRi˚Q`r2lpk ´ 1qs,

that is also nontrivial, since by double-duality its dual is (8.1).
We have

DRi˚Q` “ Ri! D Q` “ Ri!i
!Q` “ Ri!Q`r´2s “ Ri˚Q`r´2s,
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where the last two equalities follow respectively from the fact that i is the inclusion of a smooth
divisor of codimension one and the fact that i is proper. The left-hand side of (8.2) is

Rf˚D
´

g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχj pxi,j{xl`i,jq

¯

“ Rf˚Dpg˚pRu˚Q`qq b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχ´1
j
pxi,j{xl`i,jq,

since duality is local, and therefore commutes with twisting with a locally constant sheaf. Hence
the existence of a non-trivial morphism (8.2) would lead to a morphism

i˚Rf˚D g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχ´1
j
pxi,j{xl`i,jqq Ñ Q`r2lpk ´ 1q ` 2s

that is nontrivial at η. Finally, this would force the stalk of the sheaf

i˚Rf˚D g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχ´1
j
pxi,j{xl`i,jq

in degree ´2lpk´ 1q´ 2 to be nontrivial at the generic point of A2l`1. We will now prove that this
last property fails.

Away from the vanishing set of g, the sheaf g˚pRu˚Q`q is the constant sheaf Q`, so its dual is
Q`r2p2lpk ´ 1qqs, where 2lpk ´ 1q is the relative dimension of X.

On the other hand, we claim that the morphism g is smooth in a Zariski-open neighborhood of
the vanishing set of g. To check this, because g1 “ gt, it suffices to check that g1 is smooth in a

neighborhood of its vanishing set. Examining just the contribution
řk
j“1 xi,j to g1, observe that the

only equation defining X2 involving pxi,1, . . . , xi,kq is of the form
śk
j“1 xi,j “ α, so the derivative

of this contribution in a transverse direction is nonzero, and g1 is smooth, unless xi,1 “ xi,2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
xi,k. In this case, all the xi are equal to some k-th root of spr ` biq, and thus

g1 “
l
ÿ

i“1

pspr ` biqq
1{k ´

2l
ÿ

i“l`1

pspr ` biqq
1{k

which is non-zero when pr, bq P U .
Since g is smooth in a neighborhood of the vanishing locus of g, the sheaf D g˚pRu˚Q`q “

g! DpRu˚Q`q is there a shift (and Tate twist) of g˚DpRu˚Q`q, which is a shift (and Tate twist)
of g˚Ru!Q`, and thus vanishes on the zero-set of g. We conclude that D g˚pRu˚Q`q is everywhere
supported in degree

´4lpk ´ 1q.

Finally, we observe that f is an affine morphism from a scheme of dimension 2lpk ´ 1q. By results
of Gabber (see [ILO14, XV, Theorem 1.1.2]), the support of the sheaf

Rdf˚D
´

g˚pRu˚Q`q b

k
â

j“1

l
â

i“1

L
rχ´1
j
pxi,j{xl`i,jq

¯

has dimension 2lpk ´ 1q ´ d ´ 4lpk ´ 1q relative to S. Hence, its stalk in degree 2 ´ 2lpk ´ 1q has
support of dimension

2lpk ´ 1q ` 2lpk ´ 1q ´ 2´ 4lpk ´ 1q “ ´2

and therefore vanishes at the generic point of the special fiber, which has dimension ´1 (relative
to SpecpOetη q). This is the desired contradiction.

�
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9. Injectivity

Let

W1 “ V∆ Y tb P A2l | at most two coordinates of b have multiplicity 1u.

This is a closed subvariety of codimension l ´ 1 of A2l
Z . The goal of this section is to prove the

following injectivity statement for θb:

Theorem 9.1. Let p ą 2k ` 1 be a prime and let Fq be a finite field of characteristic p with q
elements. Let χ be a k-tuple of `-adic characters of Fˆq with Property CGM.

For p large enough, depending only on pk, lq and for b P A2lpFqq outside W1pFqq, the natural
morphism

θb : EndVbpKbq ÝÑ EndUbpR
˚
bq

is injective.

We begin with a lemma. First, we observe that for any b, and any geometrically irreducible
component H of Kb, we can meaningfully speak of the weight one part of R1π!H, since H is
defined over a finite field extension of Fq.

Lemma 9.2. For any b P A2lpFqq, the morphism θb is injective if, and only if, for any geometrically
irreducible component H of Kb, the weight one part of R1π!H is non-zero.

Proof. Since Kb is pointwise pure, hence geometrically semisimple, it is geometrically isomorphic
to a direct sum

à

iPI

F‘nii

for some geometrically irreducible sheaves Fi and some integers ni ě 1. Then

R1π!Kb »
à

iPI

pR1π!Fiq
‘ni ,

and the maximal weight one quotient of R1π!Kb is also the corresponding direct sum of the maximal
weight one quotients pR1π!Fiq

w“1 of R1π!Fi, with multiplicity ni. If one of these quotients vanishes,
then any u P EndVbpKbq that is non-zero only on the corresponding summand Fi satisfies θbpuq “ 0.

Conversely, suppose that all the quotients pR1π!Fiq
w“1 are non-zero. By Schur’s Lemma, the

endomorphism algebra EndUbpR
˚
bq is isomorphic to a product of matrix algebras MnipQ`q. For each

i, θb maps an endomorphism u to the endomorphism of pR1π!Fiq
w“1,‘ni represented by a block

matrix with diagonal scalar matrices in each block, whose entries are the coefficients of the matrix
in MnipQ`q corresponding to u. Since the blocks have non-zero size, such a matrix is zero if and
only if u is zero. �

Let G be the geometric monodromy group of K`k,ψpχq. Let b P A2lpFqq. We denote by B Ă A1

the set of values tbiu. For any family % “ p%xqxPB of irreducible representations of G, we denote by
H% the sheaf

H% “
â

xPB

%xpK`k,ψpχqqpspr ` xqq.

on A2 with coordinates pr, sq.

Lemma 9.3. Assume that χ has CGM. Any geometrically irreducible component H of Kb is
isomorphic to H% for some family % “ p%xqxPB such that, for all x P B, the representation %x is an
irreducible summand of the representation Stdbn1 b pStd_qbn2, where

(9.1) n1 “
ÿ

1ďiďl
bi“x

1, n2 “
ÿ

l`1ďiď2l
bi“x

1.
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Proof. Write

Kb “
â

xPB

K`k,ψpχqpspr ` xqq
bn1 b pK`k,ψpχqpspr ` xqq

_qbn2 .

By the Goursat–Kolchin–Ribet criterion (see [Kat90] or [FKM15]), which may be applied since the
sheaf K`k,ψpχq has geometric monodromy group SLk or Spk by Theorem 6.2, the sheaf

à

xPB

K`k,ψpχqpspr ` xqq

has geometric monodromy group G|B|, so that its irreducible components correspond exactly to the
tuples %. �

Lemma 9.4. Let b be a point in A2l ´ V∆. Let H% be an irreducible component of Kb. Then the
rank of R1π!H% on the dense open set where Pbprq ‰ 0 is equal to the rank of H% divided by k.

Proof. Note that the set where Pb doesn’t vanish is indeed a dense open subset by Lemma 7.4.
Let r be such that Pbprq ‰ 0. Then by proper base change, the stalk of R1π!H% at r is equal to

H1
c pGm,Fq

,H%,rq.

Because Pbprq ‰ 0, Lemma 7.2 shows that the local monodromy representation at 8 of Kb,r is

isomorphic to a sum of sheaves of the form Lψpα ¨ s
1{kq for nonzero α. Each sheaf Lψpα ¨ s

1{kq has
all breaks 1{k at 8, so the same is true for Kb,r.

The sheaf H%,r is a summand of Kb,r, hence it also lisse on Gm, tamely ramified at 0, and has
all breaks 1{k at 8. Moreover, it also satisfies

H0
c pGm,Fq

,H%q “ H2
c pGm,Fq

,H%q “ 0,

and therefore the Euler-Poincaré characteristic formula for a lisse sheaf on Gm implies that

dimH1
c pGm,Fq

,H%,rq “ ´χpGm,Fq
,H%,rq “ Swan0pH%,rq ` Swan8pH%,rq “

1

k
rkpH%q.

�

In the next lemmas, we fix a point b be in A2l ´ V∆, and an index i such that bi “ bj for j “ i.
We denote ε “ ´1 if 1 ď i ď l, and ε “ 1 if l ` 1 ď i ď 2l. For any character χ, we denote nχ

the multiplicity of χ in χ, which is 0 if χ R χ.
For an irreducible component

H% “
â

xPB

%xpK`k,ψpχqqpspr ` xqq

of Kb (all are of this type by Lemma 9.3), we denote

(9.2) M% “
â

xPB
x‰bi

%xpK`k,ψpχqqpspr ` xqq.

Since M% is tamely ramified at 0, its local monodromy representation at s “ 0 can be expressed as
a sum of Jordan blocks, which we write

à

η

Lη b Jpmηq

where η runs over a finite set of characters.

Lemma 9.5. With notation as above, the rank of the weight one part of R1π!H% on the nonempty
open set where Pbprq ‰ 0 is equal to

ÿ

η

maxpmη ´ nηε , 0q.
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Proof. Because bi occurs with multiplicity one in B, the representation %bi is necessarily the stan-
dard representation if i ď l or its dual if i ą l (see (9.1)), and in any case has rank k. This implies
that

rkpH%q “ k rkpM%q

and hence by Lemma 9.4, we have

rkpR1π!H%q “ rkpM%q “
ÿ

η

mη,

so that it suffices to show that the weight ă 1 part of R1π!H% has the rank
ÿ

η

minpmη, nηεq.

To prove this, observe that the weight ă 1 part is the sum over the singularities of the sheaf of
the local monodromy invariants (see, e.g., [KMS17, Lemma 4.22(2)]). Because H%,r is a summand
of Kb,r which by Lemma 7.2 has no nontrivial local monodromy invariants at 8, H%,r has no
nontrivial local monodromy invariants at 8.

If i ď l, then the local monodromy representation at 0 is given by

H%,r “M% bK`k,ψpχqpspr ` biqq “
´

à

η

Lη b Jpmηq

¯

b

´

à

χPχ

Lχ b Jpnχq
¯

“
à

η

à

χPχ

Lηχ b Jpmηq b Jpnχq.

The dimension of the invariant subspace of Lηχ b Jpmηq b Jpnχq is zero unless ηχ “ 1, in which
case it is minpmη, nχq, hence the result follows in that case.If l ` 1 ď i ď 2l, the same calculation
applies, except that Lχ´1 appears instead of Lχ. �

The next lemma continues with the same notation.

Lemma 9.6. Assume that χ has CGM. Then the rank of the weight one part of R1π!H% is at least
two.

Proof. By the previous lemma, it is enough to prove that

(9.3)
ÿ

η

maxpmη ´ nηε , 0q ě 2.

Since b RW1, there are at least three elementso of B that occur with multiplicity one, say bi, bj
and bj1 .

Let δ “ 1 if j ď l and δ “ ´1 if j ą l, so that %bj is the standard representation if δ “ 1 and the
dual representation if δ “ ´1.

Let

M1
% “

â

xPB
x‰bi,bj

%xpK`k,ψpχqqpspr ` xqq

so that

M% “M1
% bK`k,ψpχqpspr ` bjqq

if δ “ 1 and

M% “M1
% bK`k,ψpχqpspr ` bjqq

_

if δ “ ´1.
Let Lθ b Jprq be a Jordan block in the local monodromy representation of M1

% at s “ 0. We
estimate the contribution from this factor in the local monodromy representation (9.2) of M%.
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This contribution contains a direct sum

(9.4)
à

χPχ

Lχδθ b Jpnχ ` r ´ 1q.

If the character θ is nontrivial, then the tuple of characters θεχεδ cannot be equal to χ, up to
permutation because this would contradict the CGM assumption. Hence, there exists a character
χ such that nχ ą nχδεθε , and therefore the Jordan blocks (9.4) include a character η “ χδθ with
mη ą nηε . Hence these blocks have a contribution

ě minpnχ ` r ´ 1´ nχδεθε , 0q ě r

to the sum on the left-hand side of (9.3).
On the other hand, if θ is trivial, then the character χ with nχ maximal contributes

ě minpnχ ` r ´ 1´ nχ, 0q “ r ´ 1.

In particular, we obtain (9.3) except if the local monodromy of M1
% at zero consists of at most

one unipotent Jordan block of rank two, or of at most one nontrivial character of rank one, plus
a sum of any number of trivial representations. This conditions means that local monodromy
representation of M1

% at zero is either trivial or is a pseudoreflection (unipotent or not).
In the first case, we have a sheaf with trivial local monodromy at 0 that is expressed as a tensor

product. Then all the tensor factors must have scalar local monodromy at 0. This is impossible
here, since one of the tensor factors is K`k,ψpχqpspr` bj1qq or its dual, and the local monodromy of
this sheaf is not scalar (because k ě 2).

If the local monodromy representation is a pseudoreflection, then when it is expressed as a tensor
product, all but one of the tensor factors must be one-dimensional, and the remaining factor must
have local monodromy that is given by a pseudoreflection times a scalar. Again, because one of
the tensor factors is K`k,ψpχqpspr ` bj1qq or its dual, this must be the special factor, and this can
only happen when k “ 2 by Proposition 6.1. All the remaining tensor factors are one-dimensional.
But since the geometric monodromy group is SL2 in that case (because χ has CGM), and the only
one-dimensional representation of SL2 is the trivial representation, and this only appears in even
tensor powers of the standard representation, we conclude that all remaining factors must have
even multiplicity. This is a contradiction, since we have three factors with multiplicity one, and
the sum of the multiplicities is 2l, which is even. �

Now Theorem 9.1 follows immediately from Lemma 9.2 and Lemma 9.6.

10. Specialization statement

We continue with the previous notation. Recall that X8 “ A2l ´ V∆ and that Xj is defined in

Definition 7.6. We recall that we have the projection f : U Ñ A2l.

Lemma 10.1. For each j, the subvariety Xj is closed in X8.
For each irreducible component X of Xj that intersects the characteristic zero part, the morphism

f : Z X f´1pX ´X XXj´1q Ñ X ´X XXj´1

is finite étale.

Proof. These claims follow from Lemma 7.4. Indeed, Z is the solution set of a family of nonzero
polynomials in one variable indexed by points of X8 “ A2l´V∆. The set Xj is constructible, so to
show it is closed it suffices to show that it is closed under specialization. The polynomial factorizes
completely over any geometric generic point into one distinct factor for each root, raised to some
power, and each factor has at most one root over the special point, so the number of roots over the
special point is at most the number of roots over the generic point, as desired.
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To check that ZXf´1pX´XXXj´1q is finite étale over X´XXXj´1, we consider the polynomial
P prq over the étale local ring of a point of X´XXXj´1, which is an integral strict Henselian local
ring, and use the fact that the polynomial has the same number of roots over the special point and
over the generic point. By the previous discussion each linear factor over the geometric generic
point must admit a root over the residue field, which means the polynomial is monic. Because it is
monic, and the ring is strict henselian, we can factor it into a product of irreducible factors, each
with exactly one root in the residue field. Over the generic point each such factor will have only
one root in the residue field, hence have only one root in the fraction field. Therefore, because the
generic point has characteristic zero, so all polynomials are separable, each such factor is a power
of px´αq where α is its unique root, so the polynomial is a product of linear factors, with at most
one distinct linear factor with each possible root in the residue field, hence its vanishing set is the
disjoint union of the vanishing sets of these linear factors and thus is finite étale. �

Fix j ě 0. Let X Ă Xj Ă A2l be an irreducible component of Xj over Z which intersects the
characteristic zero part. We consider a finite field Fq of characteristic p ą 2k ` 1 such that XFq

is

irreducible and nonempty.

Lemma 10.2. Let χ be a k-tuple of characters of Fˆq . The sheaf R˚|pU Xf´1pXFq
´XFq

XXj´1qq

is tamely ramified around the divisor Z Y t8u.

Proof. Let n be the lcm of the orders of the characters χi. By the remarks before Proposition 8.1,
there exists a tuple rχ of characters of µn such that χ is associated to this tuple. Let Runivprχq be
the sheaf over Zrµn, 1{pn`qs given by Proposition 8.1. This sheaf Runivprχq is lisse on the open set
U X f´1pXj ´X XXj´1q, whose complement is the étale divisor Z Y t8u. Hence, by Abyankhar’s
Lemma [SGA1, Exposé XIII, §5], the sheaf Runivprχq is tamely ramified, and hence so is

Runivprχq|A1`2l
Fq

“ Rpχq,

and also R˚pχq. �

Proposition 10.3. Let η be the generic point of XFq
, and let η̄ be a geometric generic point over

η. Let χ be a k-tuple of characters of Fˆq with Property CGM. Suppose that

dim EndUη̄pR
˚
η̄q “ dim EndVη̄pKη̄q.

Let b P XpFqq such that b R Xj´1 and b RW1. Then θb is an isomorphism.

Proof. Consider the sheaf
E “ R2f!pR

˚ b R˚,_q

on A2l
Fq

. We claim that

(a) The restriction of E to Xj ´Xj´1 is lisse.
(b) We have an isomorphism

Eη̄ » EndUη̄pR
˚
η̄qp´1q.

(c) We have an isomorphism
Eb » EndUbpR

˚
bqp´1q.

Moreover, let g : V Ñ A2l be the map pr, s, bq ÞÑ b over Z and

rE “ R4g!pKbK_q

on A2l
Fq

. We claim that

(a’) The restriction of rE to Xj ´Xj´1 is lisse.
(b’) We have an isomorphism

rEη̄ » EndVη̄pKη̄qp´1q.
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(c’) We have an isomorphism

rEb » EndVbpKbqp´1q.

Assuming these facts, we have

dim EndUbpR
˚
bq “ dimEb “ dimEη̄ “ dim EndUη̄pR

˚
η̄q

“ dim EndVη̄pKη̄q “ dim rEη̄ “ dim rEb “ dim EndVbpKbq

with the identities following from respectively (c), (a), (b), the assumption, (b’), (a’), and (c’). (In
particular, when we apply assumption (a) and (a’), we use the fact that b is a specialization of η̄,
hence they lie on the same connected component of Xj´Xj´1, and so any lisse sheaf on Xj´Xj´1

has equal ranks at these two points.)
We now prove the claims. The assertions (b)/(b’) and (c)/(c’) follow from the proper base change

theorem, Poincaré duality, and semisimplicity.
Assertion (a) is a consequence of Deligne’s semicontinuity theorem and the tameness of R˚.

Specifically, by Lemma 10.1, we know that U , over XFq ´ pXFq X Xj´1q, is the complement of a
finite étale divisor inside a morphism smooth and proper of relative dimension one, and R˚ bR˚,_

is a lisse sheaf on it. By Lemma 10.2, the Swan conductor of R˚ b R˚,_ at this divisor vanishes,
and so by Deligne’s semicontinuity theorem [Lau81, Corollary 2.1.2] the cohomology sheaf is lisse.

Assertion (a’): Let Y “ XFq ´ pXFq X Xj´1q. Then K b K_ is lisse on V ˆA2l Y . Let

pKbK_qπ1pVˆA2lY q be its (geometric) monodromy invariants. Then there is a natural map

pKbK_qπ1pVˆA2lY q Ñ KbK_

over V ˆA2l Y , where we interpret pKbK_qπ1pVˆA2lY q as a constant sheaf. This induces by
functoriality a map

R4g! pKbK_qπ1pVˆA2lY q Ñ R4g!KbK_

over Y . Because V is an open subset of A2l`2 whose fibers under g are all nonempty, the top
cohomology of a constant sheaf along g is a constant sheaf, so this gives a map

pKbK_qπ1pVˆA2lY q Ñ R4g!KbK_.

We claim that this last map is an isomorphism. It is sufficient to check this on the stalk at each
point b. To do this, first check that the monodromy group of KbK_ over V ˆA2l Y is equal to the
monodromy of the same sheaf on Vb. This can be done using Goursat-Kolchin-Ribet, since χ has
CGM and p ą 2k ` 1. We also use the fact that, because Z is finite etale over Y , and Z includes
t´b1, . . . ,´b2lu, no bi, bj that are distinct generically on the Y stratum can become equal at any
point of Y .

Next observe that this map is simply the natural map from the monodromy invariants of K b
K_ to the monodromy coinvariants of K b K_. Because the monodromy is semisimple, it is an
isomorphism. �

11. Diophantine preliminaries for the proof of the generic statement

This section uses independent notation from the rest of the paper. In particular, we will use the
letter k to denote finite fields.

We will use the following variant of the Diophantine Criterion for irreducibility of Katz (com-
pare [Kat05, p. 25] and [KMS17, Lemma 4.14]).

Lemma 11.1. Let w be an integer. Let X be a geometrically irreducible separated scheme of finite
type over a finite field k, and let U be a normal open dense subset of X. Let ` be a prime different
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from the characteristic of k. Let F be an `-adic sheaf on X, mixed of weights ď w on X, and lisse
and pure of weight w on U . We have then

(11.1) dim Endπ1pUˆFqq
pF|Uq “ lim sup

νÑ`8

1

|k|
νpdimpXFq

q`wq

ÿ

xPXpkνq

|tFpx; kνq|
2,

where kν is the extension of k of degree ν in a fixed algebraic closure.
In particular, if the right-hand side of the formula above is equal to 1, then F|U is geometrically

irreducible.

Proof. Let n “ dimpXFq
q. Up to performing a Tate twist on F, we may assume that w “ 0. For

any x P Xpkνq we have then

|tFpx; kνq|
2 ď rkpFq2

hence by trivial counting we get

1

|k|nν

ÿ

xPXpkνq

|tFpx; kνq|
2 “

1

|k|nν

ÿ

xPUpkνq

|tFpx; kνq|
2 `

1

|k|nν

ÿ

xPpX´Uqpkνq

|tFpx; kνq|
2

“
1

|k|nν

ÿ

xPUpkνq

|tFpx; kνq|
2 `OFp|k|

´νq.

This shows that we may restrict the sum on the right-hand side of (11.1) to Upkνq.
Since F and its dual F_ are lisse and pointwise pure of weight 0 on U , the sheaf EndpFq “ FbF_

is also lisse and pointwise pure of weight 0 on U . Moreover, for all x P Upkνq, we have

tEndpFqpx; kνq “ |tFpx; kνq|
2.

By the Grothendieck–Lefschetz trace formula, we have

1

|k|nν

ÿ

xPUpkνq

|tFpx; kνq|
2 “

1

|k|nν
TrpFrkν |H

2n
c pU ˆ Fq,EndpFqqq

`
1

|k|nν

2n´1
ÿ

i“0

p´1qi TrpFrkν |H
i
cpU ˆ Fq,EndpFqqq.

By Deligne’s Riemann Hypothesis [Del80], all eigenvalues of the Frobenius of kν acting on the

cohomology group H i
cpU ˆ Fq,EndpFkqq have modulus ď |k|i{2, and therefore

|TrpFrkν |H
i
cpU ˆ Fq,EndpFqqq| ď dimpH i

cpU ˆ Fq,EndpFqqq|k|iν{2,

so that we derive

1

|k|nν

ÿ

xPUpkνq

|tFpx; kνq|
2 “

1

|k|nν
TrpFrkν |H

2n
c pU ˆ Fq,EndpFqqq `Op|k|´ν{2q.

On the other hand, we have a Frobenius-equivariant isomorphism

H2n
c pU ˆ Fq,EndpFqq » EndpFqπ1pUˆFqq

p´nq.

The eigenvalues of Frobenius on EndpFqπ1pUˆFqq
p´nq have modulus qn. Therefore

|k|´nν TrpFrkν |H
2n
c pU ˆ Fq,EndpFqqq
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is the sum of the ν-th power of dimH2n
c pU ˆFq,EndpFqq complex numbers, each of of modulus 1,

and by a standard lemma, we have therefore

lim sup
νÑ`8

1

|k|nν
TrpFrkν |H

2n
c pU ˆ Fq,EndpFqqq “ dimH2n

c pU ˆ Fq,EndpFqq

“ dim Endπ1pUˆFqq
pFq,

by the geometric semi-simplicity of F|U . �

This result, combined with the injectivity statement, reduces the desired isomorphism to a bound
on exponential sums, where b are summed over a stratum of the stratification. The technique we
will use to obtain cancellation is a form of separation of variables, where we essentially obtain
cancellation in the sum over each individual coordinate bi.

We now describe a general geometric form of the type of separation of variables that we will use.

- Let m and N be natural numbers. Let S be a finite set.
- Let OK be the ring of integers of a number field, and B a separated scheme of finite type

over OKr1{ns.
- Let Ci for i P S be curves over B. Let A be a smooth geometrically irreducible curve over

Zr1{N s. We will use s as a variable for points of A and xi for points of Ci.
- We denote C “ C1 ˆB ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆB Cn. We view functions on Ci as functions on C by composing

with the i-th projection.
- For 1 ď j ď m, let f j “ pfi,jq1ďiďn P Γ be a tuple of functions on the curves Ci, and let gj

be a function on B.
- Let Y Ď C be the common zero locus of the m functions

Σj :“ gj `
ÿ

iPS

fi,j P ΓpC,OCq, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m.

- Let π : Y ˆAÑ Y be the obvious projection, and gi : Y ˆAÑ CiˆA the obvious morphisms.
- Let ` be a prime number dividing N . For i P S, and q some prime ideal of OK coprime to
N , we assume given a lisse `-adic sheaf Fi, pointwise pure of weight 0, on Ci ˆ AFq . We
denote by p%, xi, sq ÞÑ tip%, xi, s; kq the trace function of Fi over some finite extension k{Fq.

- For s P Apkq and % P Bpkq we set

Fi,%,s :“ Fi|Ci ˆB t%u ˆ tsu

the sheaf on Ciˆk obtained by restricting to the fiber of % and “freezing” the s-variable. We
assume that for any q, any k{Fq and any point s P Apkq the conductor of Fi,%,s is bounded
by some constant C ě 1

– For q some prime of OK coprime with n, we are given a lisse `-adic sheaf G, pointwise pure
of weight 0, on B ˆAFq . We denote by p%, sq ÞÑ t˚p%, s; kq its trace function.

We make the following “twist-independence” assumption:

(TI). For all i, for all % P B and for all s1 “ s2 in A, the lisse sheaf Fi,%,s1 b F_i,%,s2 on each
geometrically irreducible component of Ci,% has no geometrically irreducible component that is of
rank 1.

The implicit constants associated with the symbols Op¨ ¨ ¨ q or ! are assumed to depend on C, A,
the maps pf jqj“1,¨¨¨ ,m, and the conductors of the sheaves involved.

The main estimate on exponential sums we will need is the following
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Proposition 11.2. Assume that Assumption (TI) holds. We have

(11.2)
ÿ

p%,xqPY pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

sPApkq

t˚p%, s; kq
n
ź

i“1

tip%, xi, s; kq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
“

ÿ

p%,xqPY pkq

ÿ

sPApkq

|t˚p%, s, kq|
2
n
ź

i“1

|tip%, xi, s; kq|
2 `O

´

|k|dimB`|S|{2`2
¯

.

Remark. One can often show (by fibering by curves) that as |k| Ñ 8 the first term on the righthand
side of (11.2) satisfies

ÿ

p%,xqPY pkq

ÿ

sPApkq

|t˚p%, s, kq|
2
n
ź

i“1

|tip%, bi, s; kq|
2 " |k|

dimpYˆAqFq

while the error term is

! |k|pn´m`1q´1{2 ! |k|
dimpYˆAqFq´1{2

as soon as

m ď
|S| ´ 3

2
.

Example 11.3. Take B a point, Ci “ A “ Gm, Fi “ rpbi, sq ÞÑ biss
˚K`2 on G2

m, and G “ Q`.

Define fi,jpbiq “ bji and Y be the subvariety of Gn
m defined by the equations

ÿ

bi “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
ÿ

bmi “ 0;

One has dimVFq
“ n ´m for q large enough. Then (TI) is satisfied and Proposition 11.2 states

that

ÿ

¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ

b1,...,bnPF
ˆ
q

ř

bi“¨¨¨“
ř

bmi “0

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

sPFˆq

n
ź

i“1

Kl2pbis; qq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
“

ÿ

¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ

b1,...,bnPF
ˆ
q

ř

bi“¨¨¨“
ř

bmi “0

ÿ

sPFˆq

n
ź

i“1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Kl2pbis; qq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
`Opqpn´m`1q´1{2q,

provided m ď pn´ 3q{2.

Proof. We will omit the indication of the finite field, which is always k, in the notation for trace
functions. Opening the square, we have

(11.3)
ÿ

p%,xqPY pkq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

sPApkq

t˚p%, sq
n
ź

i“1

tip%, xi, sq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
“

ÿ

p%,xqPY pkq

ÿ

sPApkq

|t˚p%, sq|
2
n
ź

i“1

|tip%, xi, sq|
2

`
ÿÿ

s1,s2PApkq
s1 “s2

ÿ

p%,xqPY pkq

t˚p%, s1qt˚p%, s2q

n
ź

i“1

tip%, xi, s1qtip%, xi, s2q.

We detect the condition p%,xq P Y pkq through additive characters. Thus, let ψ a non-trivial
character of k. For x “ pxiqiPS P Cpkq, we have

δp%,xqPY pkq “
m
ź

j“1

1

|k|

ÿ

λjPk

ψpλjΣjp%,xqq “
1

|k|m

ÿ

λPkm

ψ
´

gjp%q `
m
ÿ

j“1

ÿ

iPS

λjfi,jpxiq
¯

“
1

|k|m

ÿ

λPkm

ψpgλp%qq
n
ź

i“1

ψpfi,λpxiqq,
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where λ “ pλjqjďm, and

gλp%q “
m
ÿ

j“1

λjgjp%q, fi,λpxiq “
m
ÿ

j“1

λjfi,jpxiq.

Thus the second sum on the right-hand side of (11.3) is equal to

1

|k|m

ÿÿ

s1,s2PApkq
s1 “s2

ÿ

λPkm

ÿ

p%,xqPCpkq

ψpgλp%qqt˚p%, s1qt˚p%, s2q
ź

iPS

tip%, xi, s1qtip%, xi, s2qψpfi,λpxiqq

“
1

|k|m

ÿÿ

s1,s2PApkq
s1 “s2

ÿ

λPkm

ÿ

%PBpkq

ψpgλp%qqt˚p%, s1qt˚p%, s2q

ˆ
ź

iPS

´

ÿ

xiPCi,%pkq

tip%, xi, s1qtip%, xi, s2qψpfi,λpxiqq
¯

.

For s1 “ s2, it follows from the twist-independence assumption and the Riemann Hypothesis
(Proposition 5.1 and (5.1)) that for each i P S, we have

ÿ

xiPCi,%pkq

tip%, xi, s1qtip%, xi, s2qψpfi,λpxiqq ! |k|
1{2

and t˚p%, s1qt˚p%, s2q ! 1 for all % P Bpkq. Hence the sum above is ! |k|dimB`|S|{2`2, which
concludes the proof. �

12. Parameterization of strata

The goal of this section is to give a convenient parameterization of the irreducible components
of the strata of the stratification pXjq (Definition 7.6).

Let j be an integer with Xj non-empty. Let X Ă Xj Ă A2l be an irreducible component of Xj

over Z which intersects the characteristic zero part. Let η be a geometric generic point of X.
We will show that X is the projection of a space defined by equations of a certain explicit type;

more precisely, these will be exactly of the type that can be handled using Lemma 11.2, allowing
us to evaluate the sums that appear in Lemma 11.1. To describe these equations and to perform
an inductive process, where we express better and better approximations of X as the image of such
space, we need to package certain data, which we do using the following definitions.

Definition 12.1. A perspective datum Π on X is a tuple

Π “ pm,S,B, pCiq, pbiq, pfi,jq, pgjqq

where

– m ě 0 is an integer.
– S Ď t1, . . . 2lu.
– B is a separated scheme of finite type over Q̄.
– pCiqiPS is a family of relative curves over B.
– pbiqiPS is a family of functions bi : B Ñ A1 if i R S and bi : Ci Ñ A1 if i P S, such that if
i P S, the function bi is not constant on any irreducible component of any geometric fiber
of Ci Ñ B.

– pfi,jq iPS
1ďjďm

is a family of functions fi,j : Ci Ñ A1.

– pgjq1ďjďm is a family of functions gj : B Ñ A1.
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To simplify the notation, we will sometimes write Π ¨m, ..., Π ¨ pgjq for the corresponding data.
Let Π be a perspective datum over X. We denote CΠ the fiber product over B of the curves Ci

for i P S, and YΠ the subvariety of CΠ defined as the zero locus of the functions

gj `
ÿ

iPS

fi,j

for 1 ď j ď m, where we extend the functions fi,j and the functions gj by pullback to CΠ.
A perspective over X is a triple pΠ, Y, γ̄q where

– Π is a perspective datum on X,
– Y is an irreducible component of YΠ

– γ̄ is a geometric point of Y ,

such that the morphism g : YΠ Ñ A2l defined by pb1, . . . , b2lq induces a quasi-finite morphism

Y ´ g´1pV∆q Ñ A2l ´ V∆

which maps γ̄ to η̄.
The goal of this section will be to construct a perspective on X where Y is irreducible and the

image of the map Y Ñ A2l is X. More precisely, the main result is the following:

Theorem 12.2. There exists a perspective pΠ, Y, γ̄q on X such that Y is irreducible, γ̄ is a geometric
generic point of Y , and

2l ´ |Π ¨ S| ` 2Π ¨m ď 4p2l ´ dimpXqq.

The reader is encouraged to first finish reading the proof of the main theorems of this paper,
assuming that this statement holds, since this will illustrate how the perspective data is exploited
in the final steps.

The basic strategy is the following:

(1) We start with a perspective with S as large as possible, m as small as possible, but γ̄
potentially a quite special point of Y (Lemma 12.3). We plan to reduce dimY while
keeping the growth of m and the loss of |S| controlled by a step-by-step induction.

(2) At each step, we find some equations that are satisfied at γ̄ but not at the generic point of
Y (Lemmas 12.4 and 12.5).

(3) We construct a new perspective by adding these new equations (which may require also
adjoining some new variables to B and Ci), lowering dimY (Lemma 12.6). However, the
solution set in Y of these new equations might not contain any irreducible components of
the solution set in YΠ of the new equations, since they may instead be absorbed into other
irreducible components of YΠ. To deal with this, we must assume YΠ “ Y .

(4) We can ensure that this condition holds by a Diophantine argument, which requires in-
creasing |S| (Lemma 12.9). This requires certain irreducibility assumptions on B and on
the curves Ci, which we ensure in Lemma 12.10 by a direct construction.

(5) Finally, we prove Theorem 12.2 by showing that an induction involving all these steps
terminates in a suitable perspective.

We begin by the exhibiting trivial examples of perspectives that will be used to start the induction
process (or to terminate it in a trivial case).

Lemma 12.3. (1) The tuple

Π0 “ p0, t1, . . . , 2lu,SpecpQ̄q, pA1q1ďiď2l, pIdA1q1ďiď2l,H,Hq

is a perspective datum, and pΠ0, X, η̄q is a perspective.
(2) The tuple

Π1 “ p0,H, X,H, pbi|Xq,H,Hq

is a perspective datum and pΠ1, X, η̄q is a perspective.
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Proof. This is an elementary check. In (1), we have YΠ0 “ A2l, and the morphism X Ñ A2l is
quasi-finite, while in (2) we have CΠ1 “ X, with the same conclusion. �

In the next three lemmas, we begin the proof of the second step by studying how the roots of
the polynomial Pb, which are the r-coordinates of the points in the fiber Zb, can change under
specialization.

Let F be an algebraically closed field. Let r0, b1, . . . , b2l be elements of F . Formally, the polyno-
mial Pb P F rrs is the product

Pb “
2l
ź

i“1

pr ` biq
ź

pζiqPµ2l
k

´

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζipr ` biq
1{k

¯

.

This expansion makes sense unambiguously in an algebraic closure K of the complete local field
F ppr´r0qq, provided we fix a choice of k-th roots of r`bi in K. In particular, the order of vanishing
of Pb at r0 is the sum of the valuation of the factors, where the valuation on F ppr´r0qq is extended
uniquely to K.

For 1 ď i ď 2l, fix k-th roots pr0 ` biq
1{k of r0 ` bi in F consistent with the choice of pr ` biq

1{k

in K. Then the multiplicity of the factor

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζipr ` biq
1{k

at r0 is
$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

0 if
2l
ÿ

i“1

ζipr0 ` biq
1{k ‰ 0,

1{k if
2l
ÿ

i“1

ζipr0 ` biq
1{k “ 0 but

ÿ

1ďiď2l
r0`bi“0

ζi ‰ 0,

and otherwise it is equal to the multiplicity of the formal power series

ÿ

1ďiď2l
r0`bi‰0

ζipr ` biq
1{k P F rrrss Ă K

at r0, when one choses the branch of pr ` biq
1{k with constant coefficient pr0 ` biq

1{k.

Lemma 12.4. Let R be a local integral domain with algebraically closed residue field F , and let K
be an algebraic closure of the fraction field of R. Let b1, . . . , b2l be elements of R, and b̄ P F 2l their
reductions modulo the maximal ideal. Let r0 be some root of Pb̄ P F rrs. Assume that there exist at
least two roots of Pb in K that reduce to r0. For 1 ď i ď 2k, fix a k´th root of r0 ` bi in F .

Consider an algebraic closure rK of Kppuqq. For ζ P µ2l
k , let npζq ě 0 be the multiplicity of

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζipr ` biq
1{k

at r0, as defined above.
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There is no solution pu0, v1, . . . , v2lq P R
1`2l of the system of equations

vki “ u0 ` bi(12.1)

u` bi “ 0, for all i such that r0 ` bi “ 0(12.2)

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζivi “ 0, for all ζ such that
2l
ÿ

i“1

ζipr0 ` biq
1{k “ 0 P F(12.3)

ÿ

1ďiď2l
r0`bi‰0

ζiv
1´kt
i “ 0, if npζq ě 2 and 0 ď t ď npζq ´ 1.(12.4)

Proof. Suppose that there exists a solution u0 P R. We estimate from below the multiplicity of
u0 as a root of Pb. For each factor of Pb, the valuation at u0 is at least the valuation of the
corresponding factor of Pb̄ at r0, hence by summing, the order of vanishing of Pb at u0 is at least
the order of vanishing of Pb̄ at r0. But this contradicts the assumption that there exist two roots
of Pb reducing to r0. �

Lemma 12.5. Let R be a local integral domain with algebraically closed residue field F containing
a primitive k-th root of unity. Let b1, . . . , b2l be elements of R and b̄ the reduction of b modulo the
maximal ideal. Assume that degpPr̄q ă degpPbq.

(1) If b R V∆, then for any ζ “ pζiq P µ
2l
k there exists an integer nζ ě 0 such that

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζib̄
nζ
i “ 0 P F.

(2) There exists some ζ “ pζiq P µ
2l
k and some integer ν with 0 ď ν ď nζ ´ 1 such that

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζib
n
i “ 0 P R.

Proof. Writing

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζipr ` biq
1{k “ r1{k

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζip1` bi{rq
1{k “ r1{k

8
ÿ

t“0

´

t´1
ź

j“0

1{k ´ j

1` j

¯´

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζib
t
i

¯ 1

rt

for pζiq P µ
2l
k , we first see that if (1) fails, then the left-hand side is identically 0, which implies that

b P V∆. Then we obtain
degpPbq “ 2l ` k2l´1 ´

ÿ

pζiqPµ2l
k

mζ

where mζ ě 0 is the largest integer such that

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζib
t
i “ 0

for 0 ď t ď mζ . If condition (2) does not hold, we therefore deduce that degpPbq ď degpPb̄q, which
contradicts the assumption. �

The next lemma is one of the key ingredients of the proof of Theorem 12.2.

Lemma 12.6. Let Π be a perspective datum on X and pΠ, Y, γ̄q a perspective. If YΠ is irreducible,
so that Y “ YΠ, and γ̄ is not a geometric generic point of YΠ, then there exists a perspective
pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄1q with

Π1 ¨ S “ Π ¨ S, dimpΠ1 ¨Bq ď dimpΠ ¨Bq ` 1 dimpY 1q ă dimpY q.
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Proof. Let ᾱ be a geometric generic point of Y , and β̄ its image in A2l. By definition of a perspec-
tive, the fiber of Y Ñ A2l over η̄ is finite, and since it contains γ̄, it cannot contain the point2 ᾱ
that specializes to γ̄. Hence β̄ “ η̄, and since ᾱ specializes to γ̄, it follows that β̄ specializes to η̄.
In particular, we deduce that β̄ R V∆.

By definition, γ̄ is a geometric generic point of X Ă Xj . If β̄ was a point of Xj , it would follow

that they are equal, which is not the case. Hence the fiber of f : Z Ñ A2l ´V∆ over β̄ has ě j ` 1
points, whereas the fiber over η̄ has j points.

Consider now the local ring R of the closure of β̄ at the point η̄. It has algebraically closed residue
field. The polynomial Pβ̄ P Rrrs has ě j ` 1 roots, and the specialization Pη̄ has j roots. So either

there exist two roots of Pη̄ that have the same image in the residue field, or degpPβ̄q ą degpPη̄q.

Case 1 (two roots coincide).
Let r0 be the common reduction of at least two roots of Pβ̄. We will apply Lemma 12.4 to R

and to this r0. We define the multiplicity npζq for ζ P µ2l
k as in that lemma.

We consider the covering rB Ñ B ˆ A1, with coordinate u on A1, obtained by adjoining k-th

roots vi of u ` bi for all i R S. We then define B1 as the complement in rB of the zero locus of
u ` bi for all i R S such that r0 ` bi “ 0. For i R S, the functions bi define functions B1 Ñ A1 by
composing with the projection B1 Ñ B.

For i P S, we consider the curve rCi Ñ rB obtained from the base change of Ci ˆA1 Ñ B ˆA1

to B1 by adjoining a k-th root vi of u` bi, so we have a diagram

Ci ÐÝ Ci ˆB rB ÐÝ rCi
Ó Ó

B ÐÝ rB

If r0 ` bi “ 0, we define C 1i as the complement in Ci of the zero locus of u ` bi, and otherwise we

define C 1i “
rCi. In all cases, the morphism C 1i Ñ Ci allows us to define a function bi : C

1
i Ñ A1.

The fibers of this function over a geometric point of B1 project to geometric fibers of Ci Ñ B, hence
irreducible components project to irreducible components, and so hence bi is not constant on any
irreducible component of any geometric fiber, since Π is a perspective datum.

We next define the scheme C1 Ñ B1 as the fiber product for i P S of the curves C 1i over B1.
There exists a lift γ̄1 of γ̄ in C1 such that upγ̄1q “ r0 (indeed, we can lift γ̄ to the fiber product of

the rCi over rB, and the resulting point lies in C1 since r0 ` bi “ 0 if u` bi “ 0). We fix such a lift.
This choice defines canonical k-th roots of upγ̄1q ` bipγ̄

1q “ r0 ` bi, and we will use these later.
The functions gj , 1 ď j ď m and fi,j of the perspective datum Π extend toB1 and C 1i, respectively,

by composing with the projections B1 Ñ B and C 1i Ñ Ci. We will now add additional functions
(corresponding to a change of the value of the parameter m).

Precisely, let m1 “ m`m1`m2`m3, where m1 (resp. m2, m3) is the number of equations (12.2)
in Lemma 12.4 (resp. number of equations (12.3) or (12.4)). We define the additional functions gj
and fi,j for m` 1 ď j ď m1, making a one-to-one correspondance between the values of j and the
equations of those three types.

If j corresponds to an equation (12.2), i.e., to an integer i with 1 ď i ď 2l such that r0 ` bi “ 0,
then we define

$

’

&

’

%

fi1,j “ u` bi for i1 P S if i1 “ i

fi1,j “ 0 for i1 P S if i1 “ i

gj “ 0,

2To be precise, the image of this geometric point. We will usually not make the distinction between γ̄ and its
image, when no confusion can arise.
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if i P S, and otherwise we define
#

fi1,j “ 0 for i1 P S

gj “ u` bi.

If j corresponds to an equation (12.3), i.e., to some ζ P µ2l
k such that

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζipr0 ` biq
1{k “ 0

we define
#

fi,j “ ζivi for i P S

gj “
ř

iRS ζivi.

Finally, if j corresponds to an equation (12.4), i.e., to ζ P µ2l
k and t such that npζq ě 2 and

0 ď t ď npζq ´ 1, then we define
$

&

%

fi,j “ ζiv
1´kt
i if i P S and r0 ` bi “ 0

gj “
ř

iRS
r0`bi “0

ζiv
1´kt
i .

(note that by the definition of C 1i, the function vi is non-vanishing). We now have defined the
perspective datum

Π1 “ pm1, S,B1, pC 1iqiPS , pbiq, pfi,jq iPS
1ďjďm1

, pgjq1ďjďm1q.

The associated variety, i.e., the vanishing locus Y1 of

gj `
ÿ

iPS

fi,j

for 1 ď j ď m1, contains γ̄1 by construction (see Lemma 12.4 again). Let Y 1 be an irreducible
component of Y1 containing γ̄1. We claim that pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄1q is the required perspective.

First, for y P Y, the points of the fiber of Y1 Ñ Y over y are determined by the value of the function
u on Y1, whose values lie in the set of roots of the polynomial Pbpyq. In particular, the fiber is finite,

and hence Y1 is quasi-finite over Y. It follows on the one hand that Y 1 has dimension ď dimpY q,
and on the other hand that Y 1 is quasi-finite over A2l ´ V∆. So pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄1q is a perspective.

We have dimpB1q ď dimpBq` 1. It remains therefore to check that dimpY 1q ă dimpY q. We have
already observed that dimpY 1q ď dimpY q. Suppose the dimensions were equal. Then, since Y 1 Ñ Y
is quasi-finite, the geometric generic point γ̄1 would map to ᾱ in Y , and therefore to β̄ in A2l. By
applying finally Lemma 12.4, we obtain a contradiction: since two roots of Pβ̄ reduce to the same

root of Pη̄, there cannot be solutions in R of the system of equations (12.2), (12.3), (12.4), whereas
this is exactly what we obtain from the fact that β̄ is the image of γ̄1.

Case 2 (the degree drops).
We now consider instead Lemma 12.5, and define integers nζ for ζ P µ2l

k as the least integer ě 0
such that

2l
ÿ

i“1

ζib̄
nζ
i “ 0

at η̄ (this exists by statement (1) in the lemma). We define m1 “ m`m1, where m1 is the number
of pairs pζ, νq with ζ P µ2l

k and 0 ď ν ď nζ . For m ` 1 ď j ď m1, corresponding in one-to-one
fashion to pζ, νq, we define

#

fi,j “ ζib
ν
i for i P S

gj “
ř

iRS ζib
ν
i .
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Then Π1 “ pm1, S,B, pCiq, pbiq, pfi,jq iPS
1ďjďm1

, pgjq1ďjďm1q is a perspective datum (since the bi have

not changed, the non-constancy condition is also unchanged). The point γ̄ belongs to the associated
variety Y1 Ă YΠ Ă CΠ (by definition of nζ), so pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄q is a perspective, where Y 1 is the irreducible
component of Y1 containing γ̄. By Lemma 12.5, on the other hand, ᾱ does not lie in Y1, so all its
irreducible components, including Y 1, have dimension ă dimpYΠq “ dimpY q. �

In the next lemma, we produce from a a perspective another one with a specific value of the
parameter m.

Lemma 12.7. Let pΠ, Y, γ̄q be a perspective on X. There exists a perspective pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄q such that

Π1 ¨ S “ Π ¨ S, Π1 ¨B “ Π ¨B, Π1 ¨ pCiq “ Π ¨ pCiq Π1 ¨ pbiq “ Π ¨ pbiq

Π1 ¨m “ dimpΠ ¨Bq ` |Π ¨ S| ´ dimpY q

Y 1 is isomorphic to Y , YΠ Ă Y1Π as B-schemes.

Proof. Let m1 “ dimpΠ ¨ Bq ` |Π ¨ S| ´ dimpY q. It is the codimension of Y in CΠ. Let X be the
subspace of ΓpCΠ,Oq generated by the functions

hj “ gj `
ÿ

1ďjďm

fi,j

for 1 ď j ď m. We claim that for any integer ν with 0 ď ν ď m1, there exist pϕ1, . . . , ϕνq in X
such that all irreducible components of the zero locus V pϕ1, . . . , ϕνq in CΠ that contain Y have
codimension ν in CΠ.

We prove this by induction on ν. The statement is true for ν “ 0. Assume that ν ď m1 and that
the property holds for ν ´ 1 and the functions pϕ1, . . . , ϕν´1q. Let W be an irreducible component
of the zero locus V pϕ1, . . . , ϕν´1q. It has codimension ν ´ 1 ă m1 “ codimpY q in CΠ so Y is a
proper closed irreducible subset of W . Hence there exists j such that hj does not vanish identically
on W , and in particular the set of ϕ P X such that ϕ does not vanish on W is a non-empty
Zariski-open subset of X. Taking intersection of these open sets, there exists ϕν P X such that ϕν
is non-vanishing on all irreducible components W containing Y . It follows that pϕ1, . . . , ϕνq satisfy
the induction assumption.

For ν “ m1, this means that all irreducible components of V pϕ1, . . . , ϕm1q containing Y have
codimension m1 “ codimpY q in CΠ. Hence Y is one of the irreducible components of V pϕ1, . . . , ϕm1q.

For 1 ď ν ď m1, write

ϕν “
ÿ

1ďjďm

αν,jhj .

We define

g1ν “
ÿ

1ďjďm

αν,jgj , f 1i,ν “
ÿ

1ďjďm

αν,j
ÿ

iPS

fi,j ,

for i P S and 1 ď ν ď m1 so that

g1ν `
ÿ

iPS

f 1i,ν “ ϕν .

Then

Π1 “ pm1, S,B, pCiqiPS , pbiq, pf
1
i,jq iPS

1ďjďm1
, pg1jq1ďjďm1q

is a perspective datum on X; by construction Y is an irreducible component of YΠ1 and YΠ Ă Y1Π
as B-schemes, so pΠ1, Y, γ̄q is a perspective with the desired properties. �

In the next lemma, we have a single perspective, so we don’t use the selector notation.
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Lemma 12.8. Let pΠ, Y, γ̄q be a perspective on X. For any T Ă S and b P B , we put

rΓT,b “
ź

iPT

ΓpCi,b,OCi,bq, ΓT,b “
ź

iPT

pΓpCi,b,OCi,bq{κbq,

where the κb is the residue field at b. The spaces rΓT,b and ΓT,b are κb-vector spaces. For 1 ď j ď m,

we denote fT,j,b “ pfi,jqiPT P rΓT,b.
Assume that S is not empty, that B is irreducible, and that the generic fiber of Ci Ñ B is

geometrically irreducible for all i P S.
One of the following properties holds:
(a) The scheme YΠ has a unique geometrically irreducible component whose projection to B is

dominant.
(b) There exists a proper subset T Ă S such that the images of pfT,1,η, . . . ,fT,m,ηq span a subspace

of ΓT,η of dimension ď m´ p|S| ´ |T |q{2, for η the generic point of B.

Proof. There exists a number field and an open dense subset O of its ring of integers in a number
field such that the persective datum is defined over O. We fix one model of Π over O, and we
will use the same notation for its components as for the original objects over Q̄. We assume that
property (b) does not hold and we will show that (a) holds. We will do this by studying fibers of
YΠ Ñ B over finite-valued field points of a suitable dense open subset of B, using the point-counting
criterion for irreducibility over finite fields.

For b P B, the condition that the all curves Ci,b are geometrically irreducible is a constructible
condition. So is the condition pfT,1,b, . . . ,fT,m,bq generate a subspace of ΓT,b of dimension ą

m´ p|S| ´ |T |q{2 for all proper subsets T of S.
By assumption, including the negation of (b), these properties both hold at the generic point,

hence we can find a dense open subset B˝ where both properties hold.
Let Specpκq Ñ SpecpOq be a finite-field valued point of SpecpOq. Fix b P B˝pκq. Let ψ be a

fixed non-trivial additive character of κ. We denote V “ YΠ,b,κ. We compute |V pκq| using additive
characters (as in the proof of Proposition 11.2). For λ P κm and x P CΠpκq, we denote

fλpxq “
m
ÿ

j“1

λj
ÿ

iPS

fi,jpxq.

and

ξpλq “ ψ
´

m
ÿ

j“1

λjgjpbq
¯

.

We have

|V pκq| “
1

|κ|m

ÿ

xPCΠ,bpκq

m
ź

j“1

ÿ

λPκ

ψ
´

λ
´

gjpxq `
ÿ

iPS

fi,jpxq
¯¯

“
1

|κ|m

ÿ

xPCΠ,bpκq

m
ź

j“1

ÿ

λPκ

ψpλgjpbqqψ
´

λ
ÿ

iPS

fi,jpxq
¯

“
1

|κ|m

ÿ

λPκm

ξpλqEpb;λq,

where

Epb;λq “
ÿ

xPCΠ,bpκq

ψpfλpxqq.
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By definition of CΠ as a fiber product, we have the separation of variable formula

Epb;λq “
ź

iPS

ÿ

xPCi,bpκq

ψ
´

m
ÿ

j“1

λjfi,jpxq
¯

.

Let

Sλ “
!

i P S |
m
ÿ

j“1

λjfi,j is constant on Ci,b

)

Ă S.

Applying the Weil bound for the exponential sums over Ci,bpκq (assuming the characteristic is larger
than the degree of the functions fi,j), it follows that

Epb;λq ! |κ||Sλ|`p|S|´|Sλ|q{2 “ |κ|p|S|`|Sλ|q{2.

We now split the expression for |V pκq| above according to the value of Sλ, and isolate the term
corresponding to Sλ “ S from the others. This gives |V pκq| “ N1 `N2, where

N1 “
1

|κ|m

ÿ

λPκm
Sλ“S

ξpλqEpb;λq, N2 “
1

|κ|m

ÿ

λPκm
Sλ “S

ξpλqEpb;λq.

Taking T “ S ´ tiu for a fixed i P S in the defining property of B˝, we observe that the tuple
pfT,1,b, . . . ,fT,m,bq generates a subspace of ΓT,b of dimension ą m´p|S| ´ |T |q{2 ą m´ 1{2, hence
are linearly independent in ΓT,b, and thus are linearly independent in ΓS,b. The condition Sλ “ S
arises then only when λ “ 0. Hence

N1 “
1

|κ|m

ź

iPS

|Ci,bpκq|.

Since Ci,b is a geometrically irreducible curve (by the choice of B˝q, we have |Ci,bpκq| “ |κ|`Op|κ|
1{2q

for all i. Hence

N1 “ |κ|
|S|´mp1`Op|κ|´1{2qq|S| `Op|κ|´m`|S|´1{2q

“ |κ||S|´m `Op|κ||S|´m´1{2q.

On the other hand, we have

N2 !
1

|κ|m

ÿ

TĂS
T “S

|κ|npT q|κ|p|S|`|T |q{2

where npT q is the dimension of the κ-vector subspace of κm whose elements are all λ such that
Sλ Ă T . We have npT q “ kerpϕT q, where ϕT : κm Ñ ΓT,b,κ{κ is the linear map

λ ÞÑ
m
ÿ

j“1

λjfT,j pmodκq.

Since T is a proper subset of S, by the definition of B˝, we must have dim ImpϕT q ą m ´ |S|´|T |
2 ,

so that npT q ă p|S| ´ |T |q{2, which implies npT q ď p|S| ´ |T |q{2´ 1{2, so we derive

N2 ! |κ|
´m`p|S|´|T |q{2`p|S|`|T |q{2´1{2 “ |κ||S|´m´1{2.

We conclude that
|V pκq| “ |κ||S|´m `Op|κ||S|´m´1{2q.

Applying this to finite extensions of κ and applying the Lang-Weil estimates, we conclude that V
is geometrically irreducible.

Recalling that V was the fiber of YΠ over an arbitrary point b P B˝pκq, we see that all the fibers
of YΠ over finite-field valued points of B˝ with sufficiently large characteristic are geometrically
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irreducible, so all the fibers of YΠ over points of B˝ are geometrically irreducible. Therefore YΠ has
a unique geometrically irreducible component that is dominant over B, concluding the proof that
condition (a) holds. �

Lemma 12.9. Let pΠ, Y, γ̄q be a perspective on X defined over an open subscheme SpecpOq of the
ring of integers in a number field. Assume that S is not empty, that B is geometrically irreducible,
that each Ci is irreducible and that the generic fiber of Ci Ñ B is geometrically irreducible for all
i P S.

If YΠ is reducible and all irreducible components of YΠ are dominant over B, then there exists a
perspective pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄q on X such that dimY 1 “ dimY and

1 ď |Π ¨ S| ´ |Π1 ¨ S| ď 2pΠ ¨m´Π1 ¨mq.

Proof. We apply Lemma 12.8 to pΠ, Y, γ̄q, and use the same notation. Since YΠ is reducible and all
its irreducible components are dominant over B, there are at least two irreducible components that
are dominant over B. By Lemma 12.8, we conclude that there exists a proper subset T Ă Π ¨ S
such that the span of pfT,1,η, . . . ,fT,m,ηq in ΓT has dimension ď m´ p|S| ´ |T |q{2.

For λ P kerpϕT q and i P T ,
řm
j“1 λjfi,j is equal to an element of κη and hence a rational

function on B. Let B˚ be an open subset of B on which all these functions are defined. Because
Ci is irreducible,

řm
j“1 λjfi,j is equal to this function on B˚ not just at the generic point, but

everywhere.
Let m1 be the dimension of the span X of pfT,1, . . . ,fT,mq in ΓT . We have then

1 ď |Π ¨ S| ´ |T | ď 2pΠ ¨m´m1q.

Let rC be the fibre product of Ci for i P S ´ T with B˚ over B. We have an evaluation map

ϕT : Am Ñ ΓT

sending pλiqiPT to
m
ÿ

j“1

λjfT,j .

We define B1 Ă rC to be the common zero locus of the functions
m
ÿ

j“1

λj

´

gj `
ÿ

iPS

fi,j

¯

for all λ in kerpϕT q. These expressions are indeed well-defined functions on rC because, as we saw
earlier

m
ÿ

j“1

λjfi,j

is equal to a function on B˚ for i P T if λ P kerpϕT q.
Furthermore, we choose f 1i,j in X for i P T and 1 ď j ď m1 so that f 1i,j “

řm
ν“1 βj,νf i,ν for

pβj,νq1ďjďm1 a set of elements of Am that span its image X under ϕT . Define

g1j “
m
ÿ

ν“1

βν,j

´

gν `
ÿ

iPS´T

fi,ν

¯

.

Then the tuple

Π1 “ pm1, T, B1, pCi ˆB B
1qiPT , pb

1
iqiPT , pf

1
i,jq, pg

1
jqq

is a perspective datum on X, where b1i is the extension of bi to C 1i “ CiˆB B
1 by pullback for i P T ,

the projection B1 Ñ A1 if i P S ´ T , and the projection B1 Ñ B Ñ A1 otherwise.
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By construction, the fiber product CΠ1 is a locally closed subset of contained in CΠ. The sub-
scheme YΠ1 is an open subset of YΠ, because it has the same set of defining equations after restricting
to an open subset B˚ of B. Because the irreducible component Y was dominant over B, its restric-
tion to this open subset has the same dimension, and because γ̄ was dominant over B, it remains
in this open subset as well. Hence pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄q is the desired perspective on X.

�

The last preparatory lemma constructs a perspective where the base B satisfies the assumptions
of the last lemma.

Lemma 12.10. Let pΠ, Y, γ̄q be a perspective on X. Then there exists a perspective pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄1q
such that

Π1 ¨m “ Π ¨m, Π1 ¨ S “ Π ¨ S,

and dimpY 1q “ dimpY q, and moreover
(a) Π1 ¨B is irreducible.
(b) For all i P S, the curve Π1 ¨ Ci are irreducible and the fiber of Π1 ¨ Ci over the geometric

generic point of Π1 ¨B is irreducible.
(c) All irreducible components of YΠ1 are dominant over B, as is γ̄.

The strategy of the proof is to make several modifications to the given perspective datum to
ensure that these three conditions hold. We will first replace B by an irreducible scheme, ensuring
condition (a). We then pass to a finite cover of B over which generic geometrically irreducible
components of Ci are defined and choose one for each i, ensuring condition (b). Finally we remove
a closed subset from B, containing all the irreducible components that are not dominant over B,
ensuring condition (c).

Proof. Let A Ă CΠ be an irreducible component containing Y . Let B0 be the schematic closure of
the image of γ̄ under the projection Y Ñ B. It is closed and irreducible. Let β be its generic point.
Let β1 Ñ β be a finite extension such that all irreducible components of the generic fibers of the
curves Ci for i P S are defined over β1. Let then B1 Ñ B0 be a finite flat morphism whose generic
fiber is β1 Ñ β (we can construct such a morphism by taking a generator of the field extension
β1{β, and multiplying it by a regular function on B0 so that its minimal polynomial P becomes
monic; then the cover B1 of B0 obtained by adjoining a root of P has the required property).

Fix a lift γ̄1 of γ̄ to Y ˆB B
1. Let Y 1 be an irreducible component of Y ˆB B

1 containing γ̄1,
and let A1 be an irreducible componet of CΠ ˆB B

1 containing Y 1. Because γ̄ maps to the generic
point β of B0, γ̄1 must map to the generic point β1 of B1 (the only point lying in the fiber), and so
Y 1 Ñ B1 and A1 Ñ B1 are dominant maps. Because A1 is an irreducible component of CΠ ˆB B

1,
and maps dominantly to B1, it follows that A1β1 is an irreducible component of the pullback Cβ1 of

the product of the curves Ci to β1. Hence there are irreducible components rCi,β1 of Ci,β1 for i P S,

such that A1β1 is contained in the product of the rCi,β1 . Let C 1i be the closure of rCi,β1 . This is an

irreducible curve over B1. We can pullback the functions bi, gj and fi,j to B1 and C 1i, respectively.
We have then constructed a perspective datum

Π1 “ pm,S,B1, pC 1iq, pb
1
iq, pf

1
i,jq, pg

1
jqq.

The irreducible component Y 1 is contained in CΠ1 , hence in YΠ1 . Since the morphism YΠ1 Ñ YΠ

is finite, it is an irreducible component of YΠ1 . It contains γ̄’ and so maps dominantly onto B1.
Let B2 be the complement in B1 of the closure of the images of all irreducible components of

YΠ1 that are not dominant over B1. We can pullback the data C 1i, b
1
i, g

1
j , fi,j , Y

2 further to B2. This
defines a perspective datum

Π2 “ pm,S,B2, pC2i q, pb
2
i q, pf

2
i,jq, pg

2
j qq.
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and a perspective pΠ2, Y 2, γ̄1q.
By construction, B1 and B2 are geometrically irreducible. Since the curves C2i are generically

irreducible, and their geometric generic fibers are defined over β1, they are generically geometrically
irreducible. Because γ̄ maps dominantly to B, γ̄1 maps dominantly to B1 and B2. Finally, all
irreducible components of YΠ2 map dominantly to B2 by construction. �

We can now conclude this section.

Proof of Theorem 12.2. Consider the set P of perspectives pΠ, Y, γ̄q on X such that

(12.5) 2 dimpΠ ¨Bq ` 2 dimpY q ` |Π ¨ S| ď 6l.

This set is nonempty by Lemma 12.3 (1), hence it contains some element where

dimpY q ` |Π ¨ S|

is minimal.
Using Lemma 12.10, we obtain a perspective pΠ, Y, γ̄q P P such that Π ¨ B is geometrically

irreducible, the curves Π ¨ Ci are irreducible, the geometric generic fibers of Π ¨ Ci are irreducible,
and all irreducible components of YΠ as well as γ̄ are dominant over B. By Lemma 12.7, we may
assume that

Π ¨m “ dimpΠ ¨Bq ` |Π ¨ S| ´ dimpY q

(note that the last condition in Lemma 12.7 implies that all irreducible components of YΠ1 as well
as γ̄1 are dominant over B for the new perspective given by that lemma with input pΠ, Y, γ̄q.)

We will then see that, except in a trivial case, a perspective with these properties satisfies the
desired conclusion that Π ¨ Y is irreducible, γ̄ is the generic point of Y , and

2l ´ |Π ¨ S| ` 2Π ¨m ď 4p2l ´ dimpXqq.

First, if Y is irreducible and γ̄ is the generic point of Y , then because Y is quasi-finite over A2l,
we have dimpY q “ dimpXq, hence

2l ´ |Π ¨ S| ` 2Π ¨m “ 2 dimpΠ ¨Bq ` 2l ` |Π ¨ S| ´ 2 dimpY q ď 8l ´ 4 dimpY q

“ 4p2l ´ dimpXqq.

Next assume that Y is irreducible and γ̄ is not the generic point of Y . Then Lemma 12.6 provides
a perspective pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄1q with

|Π1 ¨ S| “ |Π ¨ S|, |Π1 ¨B| ď |Π ¨B| ` 1, dimpY 1q ă dimpY q

so

2 dimpΠ1 ¨Bq ` dimpY 1q ` |Π1 ¨ S| ď 6l

but satisfying

dimpY 1q ` |Π1 ¨ S| ă dimpY q ` |Π ¨ S|,

which contradicts the minimality of Π.
Suppose now that Y is reducible and Π ¨S is nonempty. Then Lemma 12.9 provides a perspective

pΠ1, Y 1, γ̄1q which satisfies |Π1 ¨ S| ă |Π ¨ S, and moreover

(12.6) dimpY q “ dimpY 1q ě dimpΠ1 ¨Bq ` |Π1 ¨ S| ´Π1 ¨m

ě dimpΠ1 ¨Bq ´Π ¨m` 1
2p|Π

1 ¨ S| ` |Π ¨ S|q

“ dimpΠ1 ¨Bq ´ dimpΠ ¨Bq ` 1
2p|Π

1 ¨ S| ´ |Π ¨ S|q ` dimpY q

hence

2 dimpΠ1 ¨Bq ´ 2 dimpΠ ¨Bq` ď |Π ¨ S| ´ |Π1 ¨ S|,
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which because of (12.5) implies

2 dimpΠ1 ¨Bq ` 2 dimpY q ` |Π1 ¨ S| ď 6l.

On the other hand, we have

dimpY 1q ` |Π1 ¨ S| ă dimpY q ` |Π ¨ S|,

again contradicting the assumption of minimality.
Finally, the remaining case when Π ¨ S is empty is trivial: in that case, Y is a closed subscheme

of Π ¨B so that
4 dimpXq ď 4 dimpY q ď 2 dimpΠ ¨Bq ` 2 dimpY q ď 6l

and we may simply take the trivial perspective pΠ1, X, η̄q of Lemma 12.3 (2), for which

2l ´ |Π1 ¨ S| ` 2Π1 ¨m “ 2l ď 4p2l ´ dimpXqq.

�

13. The generic statement

We continue with the previous notation. Fix j ě 0. Let X Ă Xj Ă A2l ´ V∆ be an irreducible

component of Xj over Z which intersects the characteristic zero part. Let X be the closure of X

in A2l.
Fix a perspective pΠ, Y, γq on X such that YΠ is irreducible, γ is a geometric generic point

of Y , and 2l ´ |S| ` 2m ď 4 codimA2lpXq, which exists by Theorem 12.2. By definition, all of
the perspective data is defined over Q̄. However, by standard finiteness arguments, everything is
necessarily defined over a finitely generated subring of Q̄, i.e. over a ring OKr1{N s, where OK is
the ring of integers of a number field K and N ě 1 is some integer. We will use the same notation
Y,Ci, bi, etc. to refer to the objects over this ring. Since, by assumption, YΠ,Q̄ is irreducible, and
equal to YQ̄, we deduce that YΠ is geometrically irreducible and equal to Y .

Because the geometric generic point of Y is a lift of the geometric generic point of X, the image
of Y in A2l is a dense subset of X. For all but finitely many prime ideals π of OKr1{N s, with residue
field denoted Fq, the variety YFq

is irreducible and nonempty, XFq
is irreducible and nonempty,

and the map YFq
Ñ XFq

is dominant. In the remainder of this section, we only consider finite fields

Fq arising in this manner, and we also always assume that the characteristic of Fq is ą 2k ` 1.

Lemma 13.1. Assume that χ has CGM. If p is large enough with respect to pk, l,Xq and
dimpXQq ě p3l ` 1q{2, then we have

(13.1)
ÿ

yPY pFqq

ÿ

rPFˆq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

sPFˆq

l
ź

i“1

Klkprps` bipyqq;χ, qqKlkprps` bi`lpyqq;χ, qq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
“

ÿ

yPY pFqq

ÿ

rPFˆq

ÿ

sPFˆq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

l
ź

i“1

Klkprps` bipyqq;χ, qqKlkprps` bi`lpyqq;χ, qq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
`OpqdimpXQq`3{2q,

where the implied constant depends only on pΠ, k, lq.

Proof. We first fix r P Fˆq . We apply Proposition 11.2 with data pm,B, S, pCiqq coming from the
perspective datum Π, A “ Gm, and the sheaf Fi is rpbi, sq ÞÑ spr ` biqs

˚K`k,ψpχq.
Assumption (TI) holds by a Goursat-Kolchin-Ribet argument (see [Kat90] and [FKM15]). In-

deed, each irreducible component of Ci,% is a geometrically irreducible curve on which bi is a
nonconstant function. The sheaf Fi,%,s1 b F_i,%,s2 is the pullback along bi of the sheaf

G “ rbi ÞÑ ps1pr ` biqqs
˚K`k,ψpχq b rbi ÞÑ ps1pr ` biqqs

˚K`k,ψpχq
_.
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The monodromy group after pulling back along the map bi is a finite index subgroup, so it suffices
to show that no finite-index subgroup of the geometric monodromy group of G admits a one-
dimensional irreducible component. However, by Goursat’s lemma, the geometric monodromy
group of G is a product of two copies of the monodromy group of K`k,ψpχq, acting by the tensor
product of the standard representation with its dual. This group is connected, so has no proper
finite-index subgroups, and does not admit a one-dimensional representation, which proves the
claim.

The conductor of all the sheaves Fi,%,s, which are pullbacks of (shifted and translated) generalized
Kloosterman sheaves are bounded by constants depending only on Π.

Applying Proposition 11.2 we obtain

ÿ

yPY pFqq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

sPFˆq

l
ź

i“1

Klkprps` bipyqq;χ, qqKlkprps` bi`lpyqq;χ, qq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
“

ÿ

yPY pFqq

ÿ

sPFˆq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

l
ź

i“1

Klkprps` bipyqq;χ, qqKlkprps` bi`lpyqq;χ, qq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
`OpqdimBQ`|S|{2`2q,

where the implied constant depends only on pΠ, k, lq.

Summing over r, we get the formula (13.1), except that the error term is OpqdimBQ`|S|{2`3q.
However, since X is the vanishing set of m equations in a fiber product of |S| curves over B, we
have

dimXQ ě dimBQ ` |S| ´m “ dimBQ `
|S|

2
` l ´

´

l `m´
|S|

2

¯

ě dimBQ `
|S|

2
` l ´ 2p2l ´ dimXq ě dimBQ `

|S|

2
` 1{2,

where the last two inequalities holds by the assumption on the perspective and the assumption on
dimX, respectively. �

Let η be the generic point of XFq
and let η̄ be a geometric generic point over η. Let η1 be the

the generic point of YFq . We fix a k-tuple χ of characters of Fˆq .

Lemma 13.2. Assume that χ has CGM. We have

(13.2) dim EndVη1ˆFq
pKη1ˆFq

q “ dim EndUη1ˆFq
pR˚

η1ˆFq
q.

Proof. Let Y ˝ be the smooth locus of Y . The endomorphisms EndVη1ˆFq
pKη1ˆFq

q are the same as

the endomorphisms of the pullback of K to Y ˝
Fq
ˆA2l V , because the monodromy representations

of both sheaves are the same (as they are normal, with the same generic point). We calculate the
endomorphisms by applying Lemma 11.1 as the lim-sup of

q´dimX´2
ÿ

yPY pFqq

ÿ

rPFˆq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

sPFˆq

l
ź

i“1

Klkprps` bipyqq;χ, qqKlkprps` bi`lpyqq;χ, qq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

We do the same for EndUη1ˆFq
pR˚

η1ˆFq
q, obtaining the lim-sup of

q´dimX´2
ÿ

yPY pFqq

ÿ

rPFˆq

ÿ

sPFˆq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

l
ź

i“1

Klkprps` bipyqq;χ, qqKlkprps` bi`lpyqq;χ, qq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2
.

By Lemma 13.1, these two quantities are equal up to Opq´1{2q, and therefore their limsups are
equal. �
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In the remainder of this section, we will prove an analogous statement with η instead of η1. The
method is to prove that

(13.3) dim EndVη̄pKη̄q “ dim EndVη1ˆFq
pKη1ˆFq

q

and

(13.4) dim EndUη1ˆFq
pR˚

η1ˆFq
q “ dim EndUη̄pR

˚
η̄q.

We will prove (13.3) immediately. The formula (13.4) is more difficult, and its proof will use
vanishing cycles.

Proposition 13.3. Assume that χ has CGM. For any extension η1 of η we have

dim EndVη̄pKη̄q “ dim EndVη1ˆFq
pKη1ˆFq

q.

Proof. Let G be the geometric monodromy group of K, and let B be the set of distinct values of
b1, . . . , b2l at η. Then certainly the arithmetic monodromy group of KηˆFq

is contained in G|B|. By

Goursat-Kolchin-Ribet, the geometric monodromy group of KηˆFq
is G|B|, so the arithmetic and

geometric monodromy groups are equal. Therefore Galpη{ηˆFqq acts trivially on EndVηˆFq
pKη1ˆFq

q

as this action factors through the quotient of the arithmetic monodromy group by the geometric
monodromy group. It follows that Galpη{η1 ˆ Fqq acts trivially and so EndVη1ˆFq

pKη1ˆFq
q, which

is the space of invariants of that action, is equal to the whole space. �

In order to prove (13.4), we first introduce some notation. We write rη “ η ˆ Fq. We consider
the projective line P1

rη with coordinate r. We denote by Oet the étale local ring of P1
rη at 8 and by

K its field of fractions. We will often identify K (resp. a separable closure Ksep of K) with the
corresponding spectra.

What follows is the key lemma.

Lemma 13.4. With assumptions as above, the action of GalpKsep{Kq on R˚Ksep is unipotent.

Note that to make sense of this action, we use the fact that the image of the natural morphism
SpecpKq Ñ A1`2l has image in U , which follows from Lemma 7.4.

Proof. We denote by σ the special point of SpecpOetq. We consider the projective line P1
Oet

, with

coordinate t, and denote by j (resp. by g) the open immersion Gm,Oet Ñ P1
Oet

(resp. the open

immersion A1
Oet
Ñ P1

Oet
.

We consider the lisse sheaf

rK “
â

1ďiďl

K`k,ψpχqptp1` bi{rqq bK`k,ψpχqptp1` bi`l{rqq
_

on Gm,Oet .
By the change of variable t “ rs and the proper base change theorem, the GalpKsep{Kq-action

on RKsep is isomorphic to the action on H1pP1
Ksep , j! rKq. Since R˚Ksep is a quotient of RKsep , the

lemma will follow if we prove that the action of GalpKsep{Kq on H1pP1
Ksep , j! rKq is unipotent.

By the long exact sequence for vanishing cycles, we have a long exact sequence

(13.5) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H ipP1
σ, j!

rKq Ñ H ipP1
Ksep , j! rKq Ñ H ipP1

σ, RΦj! rKq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

For each i, we have an isomorphism

H ipP1
σ, j!

rKq “ H i
´

P1
σ, j!

´

K`k,ψpχq
bl b pK`k,ψpχq

_qbl
¯¯

,

hence the GalpKsep{Kq-action on these spaces is trivial.
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On the other hand, the vanishing cycle complex RΦj! rKq is zero away from the point at 8 of

P1
σ (local acyclicity of smooth morphisms and lisseness of j! rK) and is zero at 0 (because of tame

ramification and Deligne’s semicontinuity theorem).

We therefore only need to understand RΦj! rK at t “ 8. By the second part of Lemma 7.2, the

local monodromy at infinity of j! rK is isomorphic to that of a direct sum of sheaves of the form

L
rψ

´

ptp1` b1{rqq
1{k `

2k
ÿ

i“2

εiζiptp1` bi{rqq
1{k

¯

.

Since p1 ` bi{rq
1{k belongs to the étale local ring Oet, this is isomorphic to the local monodromy

of a direct sum of sheaves of the form L
rψ
pγprqt1{kq. We have L

rψ
pγprqt1{kq “ $˚L

rψ
pγprquq where

$ is the finite covering u ÞÑ uk. We compute the local monodromy at 8 of this sheaf. This is a
standard computation. We use the long exact sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H ipP1
σ, g!Gq Ñ H ipP1

Ksep , g!Gq Ñ H ipP1
σ, RΦg!Gq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

and distinguish three cases:

(1) If γprq “ 0 in Oet, then G is tamely ramified at 8, so the vanishing cycles vanish.
(2) If γprq “ 0 in Oet but γprq “ 0 at the special point, then all H i’s with coefficients in g!G in

the above exact sequence vanish except

H2pP1
σ, g!Gq,

which is one-dimensional with a trivial action of GalpKsep{Kq; this implies that the action
on H ipP1

σ, RΦg!Gq is trivial.
(3) If γprq “ 0 at σ, then all cohomology groups in the sequence vanish by properties of the

Artin-Schreier sheaves.

In any of the three cases, by local acyclicity of smooth morphisms we see that RΦg!G vanishes
outside the point at 8, so knowing that H ipP1

σ, RΦg!Gq has trivial Galois action implies that the
Galois action on the stalk at 8 vanishes.

Since the vanishing cycle functor is additive and commutes with finite pushforward, we conclude

that GalpKsep{Kq acts trivially on H ipP1
σ, RΦj! rKq for all i, hence by the exact sequence (13.5),

this group acts unipotently on H ipP1
Ksep , j! rKq, as desired. �

Proposition 13.5. Assume that χ has CGM. We have

dim EndUη1ˆFq
pR˚

η1ˆFq
q “ dim EndUη̄pR

˚
η̄q.

Proof. We first note that we have an inclusion

EndUη̄pR
˚
η̄q Ă R˚η̄ b pR

˚
η̄q
_.

Moreover, we have a commutative triangle

GalpKsep{Kq π1pUηqq

Galpη̄{rηq

α

where α is surjective because K does not contain a finite extension of rη.
The fundamental group π1pUηq acts on R˚η̄ b pR

˚
η̄q
_ and the Galois group Galpη̄{rηq acts on

EndUη̄pR
˚
η̄q, and these actions are compatible with the inclusion above.

By Lemma 13.4, the action of GalpKsep{Kq on R˚η̄ b pR
˚
η̄q
_ is unipotent, hence the action of

Galpη̄{rηq on EndUη̄pR
˚
η̄q is also unipotent since α is surjective. But we know, by purity, that this
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action is semisimple, and it follows that the action Galpη̄{rηq on EndUη̄pR
˚
η̄q is in fact trivial. In

particular, we have

dim EndUη1ˆFq
pR˚

η1ˆFq
q “ dim EndUη̄pR

˚
η̄q.

�

Finally, we can deduce:

Theorem 13.6. Let X be an irreducible component of Xj which intersects the characteristic zero
part. Assume that p is a prime sufficiently large with respect to pk, l,Xq. Let Fq be a finite field of
characteristic p, and let η be the geometric generic point of XFq

. Suppose that X has dimension at

least p3l ` 1q{2. Let χ be a k-tuple of characters of Fˆq with Property CGM. Then we have

dim EndVη̄pKη̄q “ dim EndUη̄pR
˚
η̄q.

Proof. Since the assertion is geometric, we may replace Fq by a finite extension that is a residue field
of the base OKr1{N s of the “spread-out” perspective. The equality then follows, when the charac-
teristic of Fq is sufficiently large in terms of pk, l,Xq, by combining Proposition 13.3, Lemma 13.2
and Proposition 13.5. �

14. Conclusion of the proof

We recall that we want to prove Theorem 7.7, which we restate for convenience:

Theorem 14.1. Assume that χ has NIO. If p is large enough, depending only on k, l, then for
any b P A2lpFqq ´WpFqq, the natural morphism θb is an isomorphism.

Furthermore, each irreducible component of R˚b has rank greater than one.

Proof. Since χ has NIO, by Lemma 6.3 there exists a character ξ, possibly over a finite extension
Fqν of Fq, such that χ1 “ ξχ has CGM over Fqν . Consider χ as a tuple of characters of Fˆqν . Then

K`k,ψpχ
1q “ Lξ bK`k,ψpχq, and it follows that the auxiliary sheaves K and R˚ for χ are obtained

from those associated to χ1 by twisting by a rank 1 sheaf Lξppr`b1q . . . pr`blqpr`b
´1
l`1q . . . pr`b2lq

´1q.

Then the corresponding endomorphism rings (and the morphism θb) are the same for χ and χ1.
Up to renaming the field, this implies that we may as well assume that χ has CGM over Fq.

Let b P A2lpFqq ´WpFqq be a point. Let j be the minimum j such that b P Xj . Let X be an
irreducible component of j containing Xj . By taking q sufficiently large, we may assume that X
intersects the characteristic zero part. As the set of irreducible components is finite and depends
only on k, l, the minimum value for q depends only on k, l.

If the dimension of X is less than p3l ` 1q{2, then b P X ĎW.
Otherwise, let η be the generic point of X. Then by Theorem 13.6, taking q sufficiently large,

dim EndVη̄pKη̄q “ dim EndUη̄pR
˚
η̄q.

Because W1 has dimension ď l ` 1, and dimX ě p3l ` 1q{2 ą l ` 1 as l ą 1, η is not contained
in W1. By Lemma 10.1, Z is finite étale over Xj ´Xj´1. Because the bi are sections of Z, and b
is a specialization of η inside Xj ´Xj´1, any two of the bi which are unequal over η must remain
unequal over b, so b RW1.

So by Theorem 9.1, the natural map

θb : EndVbpKbq Ñ EndUbpR
˚
bq

is an isomorphism, hence by Proposition 10.3, θb is an isomorphism.
Each irreducible component of R˚b is the image of an idempotent element of EndUbpR

˚
bq, which

because θb is an isomorphism is induced by an idempotent element of EndVbpKbq, and thus is equal
to the weight one part of the cohomology of the image of that idempotent element of EndVbpKbq.
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In other words, it is the weight one part of the cohomology of an irreducible component of Kb.
Hence by Lemma 9.6, its rank is at least two. �

We finally can conclude the proof by showing how Theorem 14.1 allows us to give the estimates
for complete sums used in the proof of our main theorems. In both cases, we use the fact (as
remarked before the statements of Theorem 4.3 and 4.4) that we may assume that the function K
is Klkpx;χ, qq. By Lemma 7.1 and the Grothendieck–Lefschetz trace formula, for any b R V∆, the
function R is equal to minus the trace function of the sheaf R, if the additive character ψ is chosen
so that ψpxq “ epx{qq for x P Fq.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. We have defined V∆ and W, and they satisfy the codimension bounds stated
in the theorem (see (7.2)).

We need to estimate the complete sums

ΣIIpbq “
ÿ

rPFq

|Rpr, bq|2 ´
ÿ

sPFˆq

ÿ

rPFq

|Kpsr, sbq|2

for b P F2l
q . Since Klk is bounded, we have ΣIIpbq ! q3 for all b, which is the trivial bound (4.4).

If b P WpFqq and b R V∆pbq, then we obtain ΣIIpbq ! q2 by estimating the two terms in ΣII

separately, and using the Riemann Hypothesis together with the fact that the R-sheaf is mixed of
weights ď 1 on A2l ´ V∆, and the K-sheaf is pure of weight 0. This proves (4.5).

Now assume that b RWpFqq. By Theorem 14.1, the Frobenius-equivariant map

θb : EndVbpKbq Ñ EndUbpR
˚
bq

is an isomorphism. In particular the Frobenius automorphism of Fq has the same trace on both
spaces. The trace on EndUbpR

˚
bq is, by the Grothendieck–Lefschetz trace formula, equal to

ÿ

rPFq

|Rpr, bq|2 `Opq3{2q

where the error term arises from the contribution of the H1
c -cohomology and of the weight ă 1 part

of R. Similarly, the trace of Frobenius on EndVbpKbq is equal to
ÿ

sPFˆq

ÿ

rPFq

|Kpsr, sbq|2 `Opq3{2q

where the error term arises from the contribution of the H1
c -cohomology. Comparing, we ob-

tain (4.6).
It remains to observe that, in all these estimates, the implied constant depends only on the

sum of the Betti numbers of the relevant sheaves. These are estimated in the usual way by reduc-
ing to expressions as exponential sums and applying the Betti number bounds of Bombieri–Katz
(see [Kat01, Th. 12] and [KMS17, Prop. 4.24] for the analogue argument in our previous paper). �

Proof of Theorem 4.4. We recall that we need to estimate

ΣIpbq “
ÿ

rPFq

Rpr, bq

(see (4.10)). Since Klk is bounded, we have ΣIpbq ! q2 for all b, which is the trivial bound (4.12).

If b PWpFqq and b R V∆pbq, then we obtain ΣIpbq ! q3{2 because the R-sheaf is of weights ď 1

on A2l ´ V∆. This proves (4.13).
Finally, if b R WpFqq, then we obtain ΣIpbq ! q straightforwardly from Deligne’s Riemann

Hypothesis, since R˚ is of weight 1 and has no geometrically trivial irreducible component (by
Theorem 14.1 it doesn’t even have rank 1 components), proving (4.14).
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Again, the implied constants in these estimates depend only on the sum of the Betti numbers
of the relevant sheaves, and are estimated in by reducing to expressions as exponential sums and
applying the Betti number bounds of Bombieri–Katz [Kat01]. �
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